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Quarterly Report 

April  – June 2014 

 
 
THIS IS A LISTING OF MAJOR PROBLEMS AND NEEDS WITHIN THE WAGA-TV SERVICE AREA AND 

A SAMPLING OF THE NEWS PROGRAMS DIRECTED TO THESE ISSUES IN THE PRECEDING THREE 

MONTHS. 

 

 

Description of Typical and Illustrative Programs 

 

  

GOOD DAY ATLANTA: “GDA” is a daily program with local and national news, as well as interviews 

that address topical issues and the people affected by them.   

(Monday-Friday 4:30-10:00am, and Saturday-Sunday 6:00-8:30am) 

 

FOX5 NEWS:   In-depth local and national news.   

(Monday-Friday 12:00N-1:00pm; 5:00-6:00pm; and 11:00-11:30pm;  

Sunday, 11:00-11:30pm; and,  

Monday-Sunday, 6:00-7:00pm and 10:00-11:00pm) 

 

Wednesday’s Child: The goal of this project is to give difficult-to-adopt children 

a fighting chance.  The Wednesday's Child program is nationally known and 

nationally successful in placing children in need of homes.   FOX5 News is now 

taking part in that success with a series of stories, benefiting the kids and the 

community. 
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Education 

 

4/3/14     6pm     1:30 

Principal Carrie Yougel of Duncan Creek Elementary School puckered up to kiss three llamas.  The Gwinnett 

county Principal participated in the stunt after the school raised more than eight thousand dollars for the Relay for 

Life fundraiser.  

4/5/14     6pm     1:30 

Unite's Arrive Alive Tour brought a high tech simulator to Kennesaw students.  Students experiences the 

consequences of distracted driving or driving under the influence. Federal officials say drivers under 20 years old 

have highest proportion of distraction related fatal crashes. 

4/8/14     6pm     2:00 

Federal and State organizations are joining forces to improve safety on Georgia highways.  The number of fatalities 

has dropped in each of the last eight years but driver education is key.  

4/10/14     10pm     2:00 

Head Coach of the reigning Football State Champs, Steve Devournsey and his wife have resigned from Griffin High 

School.   The School Board voted today to accept the resignations amid allegations of grade tampering and illegal 

recruiting.  

4/13/14     10pm     2:00 

Governor Nathan Deal signed a law aimed to help prisoners successfully re-enter society.  Governor Deal told the 

Antioch Baptist Church that the program will require inmates to complete treatment plans and vocational training 

while in prison to better prepare them for the transition back into the workforce.  

4/17/14     5pm     2:00 

According to the Georgia Department of Education the CRCT testing is required for all students in grades one 

through eight but the Finneys claim they have a legal right to refuse.  The Finneys believe standardized testing cause 

too much anxiety and stress for their kids and are not a true assessment of their students’ knowledge. 

4/23/14     5,6pm     4:00 

Bremen City Schools is named the best district in Georgia when it comes to test scores and other achievements. 

Also, the Gwinnett County School of Mathematics, Science and Technology ranks third on the latest "US News" list 

of best high schools in the nation.  

4/24/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

Community Leaders in Cobb County speak to parents and teenagers about the criminal consequences of sexting.  

The legal consequences for sexting include jail time and having to register as a sex offender.  The Cobb County DA 

says he sees at least one or two teen sexting case every week.  

 

4/25/14, 5/2/14      7:30am, 5pm      00:17:36 

 

The I-Team obtains school bus camera video that demonstrates how often drivers fail to stop for school buses 

loading or unloading children. The new technology generates traffic violations. Our reports show how this has 

helped reduce the number of cars ignoring the school bus arms.   
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4/25/14 7a/9a     4:00 

 

Georgia led the nation in school bus accidents for three years, so in response counties started putting cameras on the 

outside of the buses to catch folks speeding by the STOP arm.  We ride along and show what a problem this is.  We 

watch cars zip by that STOP arm.  In counties where folks have started to get ticketed, the number of violators has 

dropped. 

 

5/2/2014     5, 6, 10pm     5:30  

A local union is accusing Atlanta Public Schools of hosting unsanitary conditions in their kitchens and cafeterias. 

Broken kitchen appliances, dirty ice machines, and rodent droppings are among some of the issues that the union is 

addressing.  

5/5/2014     10pm      2:00 

A local student posted a photo of himself after faking a bomb threat at his school.  

5/6/2014     5pm     2:30  

A 5
th

 grader took his bible out during his class and started reading it. The teacher asked him to stop but he refused, 

the student was disciplined. The student and his parents want an apology from the school. After a review the school 

determined that students were allowed to read the bible before or after class but not during.  

5/7/14         8a/9a         2:30 

 

Steve Harvey Camp for Boys: A Covington family gets a big surprise this week.  And it's all thanks to Talk Show 

Host Steve Harvey.  14-year old Jah'rell Stephens really wanted to go to Harvey's mentoring camp this summer in 

Dallas.  But with thousands of applicants he knew it was a longshot.  Good Day Atlanta's Paul Milliken went to 

Jah'rell's doorstep with some good news. 

 

5/12/14          5a/7a          1:45 

 

Georgia Schools Gear Up for Recess Rollout:  What happens to a school when it gets a "recess makeover?"    Six 

Atlanta elementary schools found out last week when play experts from a national non-profit called "Playworks" 

paid them a visit.    

 

5/13/14          5a/7a          1:45 

 

Graduation Story - James, a senior at Peachtree Ridge High, started a company with a business partner in 2011. 

They founded a company called MCProHosting, which is a game service provider. This means they host servers for 

gamers to connect and play online with their friends.  The main game they host for people to play online with is 

Minecraft, a block based sandbox. The business has grown into the largest game service provider in the world, 

hosting over 30,000 servers. Last year they brought in about 1.6 million dollars in revenue and have continued to 

expand operations going forward into this New Year 

 

5/13/14          8a/9a            5:00 

 

Georgia Aquarium Offers Intimate Encounter with Beluga Whales:  They're among the most beloved animals in the 

ocean.  So what's better than watching the beautiful beluga whales gracefully swim at Georgia Aquarium?  Getting 

in the water with them, of course! The Beluga & Friends Interactive Program is a unique opportunity to see the 

whales without looking through glass.  The program allows visitors to put on wetsuits and, sometimes, slide into the 

water, interacting with animals and learning from the Aquarium's trainers.  There's plenty of "beluga knowledge" to 

acquire -- for example, did you know the maximum reported adult weight is 3600 pounds?!?  There's also a chance 

to meet some of the other animals in the Georgia-Pacific Cold Water Quest gallery during the Interactive Program. 
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5/13/2014    5, 10pm      4:00  

The mother of an Atlanta Public Schools was shocked when her eight-year-old son’s brought home a homework 

assignment about street drugs. One assignment featured a word bank with terms such as weed and ganja.  

5/13/2014     5pm      2:00  

The new APS superintendent discusses getting settled into her new position. She talks about the challenges that her 

staff faces in changing the APS culture.   

5/14/14        5a/7a          1:45 

  

Anti-Bullying Campaign by Wings afterschool program in Georgia Schools:   Wings is a nonprofit after school 

program being operated in (2) metro elementary schools right now. The goal is to reduce bullying and provide kids 

with skills to excel in the classroom as well. It is 100% free to students and their families. 

5/15/14        7a/8a          2:00 

 

Prom Teen Driving - AAA Promise Tucker High School with AAA for a teen safe driving pledge with high school  

graduation around the corner. 

 

5/20/14        5a/7a          2:00 

 

Kennesaw State University student battling cancer graduates with 4.0 GPA.   A local woman graduates with her 

MBA from KSU last week, but she isn't your average college student. She earned her degree while battling a rare 

form of blood cancer. She was attending classes every day AND undergoing chemo at the same time. 

 

5/23/14          8a/9a          2:00 

 

Val Pal Twins -Kirstie and Kristie Bronner took the media by storm when they graduated from Spelman College as 

double valedictorians of their 2013 class.  They are about to launch the next phase of their future - they have written 

a book.  You will be hearing much more about the Bronner twins and their book "Double Vals:  The Keys to 

Success in College and Life Beyond."  

 

5/26/14          8a/9a          2:00 

 

This is the time of year when high school graduates are being celebrated and congratulated for their 

accomplishments.  But for one Riverdale woman--this time honored rite of passage took nearly 20 years to 

complete. 

 

5/27/14             5a/7a           2:00 

 

Cobb County Student Perfect ACT Score:  A recent graduate of Harrison High School in Kennesaw has done 

something no other student in her high school has ever done.   She aced her ACT's.   

 

5/27/14         8a/9a          4:00 

 

Kids Will Have A Ball This Summer With Free Bowling Program: Looking for a way to keep the kids busy this 

summer -- without paying a dime?  Kids Bowl Free is a program that offers exactly what you think it offers -- free 

bowling for children.  The nation-wide program serves more than two million kids in North America each summer -- 

allowing them to bowl two free games per day, all summer long.  According to the program's website, it "is designed 

by bowling centers to give back to the community and provide a safe, secure, and fun way for kids to spend time this 
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summer."  There are many local bowling centers taking part in the program, and most offer free bowling to kids 15 

and under.  Finding a center near you is simple -- just head to the website!  Good Day Atlanta's Paul Milliken is 

definitely not 15 anymore, but he decided to bowl a few frames against some tough young competition. 

 

5/28/2014     6,10pm      4:00  

Teachers in Atlanta say that they are waiting for the new superintendent to approve a promised pay raise, APS 

teachers have gone four years without an increase in pay.  

 

6/2/14          8a/9a          4:00 

 

Girl Scout Camp Celebrates 90 years: Backpack -Camp Timber Ridge, established in 1924, is located in Mableton, 

GA, which is 12 miles west of Metro Atlanta. The property features 220 acres of rolling terrain with both hardwood 

and pine forests, natural streams, wildflowers and a bamboo forest. A variety of accommodations are available 

including platform tents, air-conditioned cabins, and troop houses for large groups.  Camp Timber Ridge is best 

known for its robust challenge course, S.T.E.M. and leadership programs, and offsite field trips. The below activities 

are a sampling of what is offered. 

 

6/11/14           9a           2:30 

 

School's out for summer for most kids so how do you avoid summer brain drain? KDFW Consumer Reporter Steve 

Noviello has the FREE and FUN ways to keep your child's brain active while school's not in session. 

 

6/17/14              8a/9a            4:00 

 

Atlanta Museum Commemorates Battle of Atlanta with Special Programs:  This summer marks 150 years since the 

famous Battle of Atlanta, fought on July 22nd, 1964 during the Civil War.  And there's no better place to learn about 

this historic event than by checking out the massive painting devoted to it.  The Atlanta Cyclorama & Civil War 

Museum in Atlanta's Grant Park contains what some say is the largest oil painting in the world.  At a massive 42 feet 

tall and 358 feet circumference, the panoramic painting depicts the day Union and Confederate troops battled for the 

city of Atlanta.  There's another massive attraction at the museum -- the famous "Texas" locomotive which won the 

Great Locomotive Chase of 1862.  In addition to these attractions, special programs about the 150th anniversary are 

planned this summer 

6/19/14     5,6pm     4:00 

The Center for Civil and Human Rights opens in downtown Atlanta.  The 43 hundred square foot museum will 

exhibits not only feature America's rich history of civil rights but its connection to modern movements in human 

rights worldwide.   

6/19/14     11pm     2:00 

Law enforcement is holding public forums stressing the importance of gun safety, in light of recent law changes.  

Police are also informing people of where and under what conditions they can carry firearms. 

6/23/14             8a/9a                    4:00 

 

Follow The Yellow Brick Road...To Serenbe!   With the lush green lawns and friendly neighbors, Serenbe is kind of 

like the Emerald City.  So, it's the perfect place for a unique new production of "The Wonderful Wizard of Oz." 

Serenbe Playhouse is presenting the production, which runs through August 2nd and is based on the classic L. Frank 

Baum book that inspired the 1939 film.  But, before you go, there's something you should know -- there's no 

physical playhouse in Serenbe.  Artistic Director Brian Clowdus stages productions at various sites around the 

community.  It's called "site-specific" performance -- and immerses the audience in an environment that works along 

with the play being performed.  So, strap on your ruby slippers and prepare to follow the yellow brick road through a 

real haunted forest!  And watch out for the amazing puppets crafted by Atlanta's Center for Puppetry Arts!  Good 
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Day Atlanta's Paul Milliken went behind-the-scenes of this unique production -- and may have had a few run-ins 

with the Wicked Witch of the West. 

 

6/24/14                    8a/9a                   4:00 

 

Pick & Bow Bluegrass Camp: Summer Camp Teaches The "Foot-Stomping" Classics.  If your child is a fan of the 

guitar, fiddle, or banjo...the search for the perfect summer camp is over!  The Georgia Pick & Bow Traditional 

Music School Summer Music Camp is running this week at Dahlonega Baptist Church.  The camp is devoted to 

teaching kids the traditional music of the Appalachian region, and to keep that music alive for future generations.  

The camp offers lessons in guitar, fiddle, mandolin, and banjo, along with special "electives" including storytelling, 

Appalachian dance, weaving, and pottery. 

6/27/14     5pm     2:00 

Gun instructor Chuck Persinger is offering all teachers and school employees the chance to take his concealed 

handgun license class at Spring Guns and Ammo for free for the second year in a row.   

6/28/14     6pm     2:00 

Experts say if your child doesn't get enough intellectual stimulation over the summer they can lose what they learned 

during the school year. 

Drugs and Alcohol 

4/10/14     5,6pm     4:00 

Governor Nathan Deal opened the door to bringing medical marijuana into the state.  Clinical trials using medical 

marijuana at Georgia Regents University in Augusta will include 300 plus children under the age of 18 who suffer 

from severe seizures due to Epilepsy. 

4/15/14     11pm     2:00 

Georgia State Troopers pulled over a vehicle for speeding in Bartow County which resulted in a big drug bust. John 

Wilson had converted the back of his pick-up truck into a make shift meth lab. Wilson is now in jail charged with 

manufacturing and trafficking meth, after his truck started smoking during the traffic stop.   

4/25/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

Brookhaven police made a drug bust this morning in a neighborhood home.  The DeKalb County Bomb Squad was 

called in when four separate explosive devices where found inside. Four suspects were detained in the original drug 

investigation. 

6/11/14     10pm     2:00 

Gwinnett police arrest several people after a major meth bust.  Police say the clandestine meth lab was being run out 

of a home in the middle of a Lawrenceville neighborhood off Huff Drive and Hwy 29. 

6/26/14     5, 10pm     4:00 

Federal agents and deputies in the Coweta County Crime Suppression Unit seized more than 300 marijuana plants 

and thousands of dollars in Hi Tech equipment used to grow it in a Senoia home.  Police in Florida connected a 

Florida father and son in a pot growing operation to the Coweta house. 

Racial Tensions/Prejudice/Discrimination 

4/22/14     5pm     2:00 

A class action lawsuit has been filed in Georgia asking the court to strike down the state's same sex marriage ban. 

Same sex couples married in other states want the state of Georgia to recognize their union.  The U.S. Supreme 
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Court's ruling state bans on same sex marriage as unconstitutional.  

4/22/14     9a     2:00 

 

The Atlanta Braves are showing fans they're about more than just baseball.  They celebrated civil and human rights 

education day at Turner Field.  Former Braves great and Fox 5 anchor Ron Gant joins us live from Turner Field 

before today's big event. He talked about the role of young people in social issues like bullying.  The National 

Center for Civil and Human rights helped the Braves put the event together. 

 

5/13/14        9a           2:00 

 

Andrew J. Young and his wife Carolyn Young:  The Andrew J. Young Foundation will celebrate the 82nd birthday 

of its founder, Ambassador Andrew Young with its 2nd Pass on Blessings Awards ceremony to be held on Sunday, 

May 18, 2014 at 6:00 pm at the Buckhead Theatre, 3110 Roswell Rd, Atlanta, GA 30305 in Atlanta, Georgia. The 

Pass on Blessings Award was created to affirm the giving spirit and actions of accomplished people who have used 

the bounty of their blessing to make a difference in the lives of others 

 

5/14/2014     6, 10pm      4:00 

As part of a senior prank students at a Forsyth high school hung a sign that featured a lyric from a rap song. The 

lyric contained a racial slur, and the picture was uploaded to social media.  

5/29/2014    10pm      2:00 

Police are searching for a man who made terroristic threats to an Atlanta synagogue.    

5/29/2014    10pm      2:00 

An Atlanta family says they have received multiple letters threatening to do them harm. Whoever is sending the 

letters has a problem with the family being interracial. The letter calls the family names like "race mixing 

experimenter group,” and states that their time is running up. The family hopes that police finds whoever has been 

plaguing them with these letters.    

6/4/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

Dalisha Barnett claims she was expelled from Pro Way Hair School because she refused to stop wearing her hijab; a 

traditional Muslim head cover. The Stone Mountain cosmetology school cited the dress code policy in a termination 

letter.  Barnett refused to remove her religious head garment and says the school never told her they were not 

allowed. 

6/21/14     11pm     2:00 

Austin Young reported to work at a Stockbridge Waffle House only to find his name crossed off the schedule.  

When Young confronted the manager he was told customers had complained he was "too gay" and they didn't want 

him there.  Young was given the option to transfer to another restaurant. 

6/23/14     11pm     2:00 

The Grantville Police Chief resigned after using racial slurs.  Now Councilman Barham Lundy is under fire for the 

same thing but has kept his position.  City leaders ignite controversy over the question of double standards. 
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The Economy 

 

4/2/15     7a     2:00 

 

Do you have what it takes put down your credit cards - for good? Gerri Willis is conducting a cash challenge with 

families across the country to see if they can stay off the credit. So what would it take? And how would you even get 

started? Gerri Willis from The Fox Business Network is here to explain. 

4/15/14     6pm     2:00 

Con-artists are targeting immigrants taxpayers by cold calling and pretending to be IRS agents.  A Forsyth county 

family paid 15 hundred dollars on a pre-paid card to the scammers.  The IRS explains they do not require one 

specific method of payment.  

4/16/14     10pm     2:00 

Gas prices has risen 30 cents a gallon within the last month.  Garrett Townsend with Triple A gives an explanation. 

Triple A says demand will remain throughout the summer.  

4/22/14     5pm     2:00 

New city of Brookhaven has been named the fastest growing city in the metro area. Their new government is lean 

and effective.  The lower tax rate than some unincorporated areas.   

5/7/14      9a          2:30 

 

Steve Noviello, Consumer -Got a problem?  We've got a product!  KDFW Consumer Reporter Steve Noviello takes 

a look at items designed with the specific intent to solve a problem.  From an iPhone dock that won't tip over to a 

device that will turn any speaker into a wireless music system and a grill cover to eliminate flare ups and hot spots. 

He'll walk your anchors through a show and tell of them all. 

 

5/8/14         5a/7a         2:30 

 

Georgia Food Oasis Campaign:  It's something many of us take for granted.  We need something from the grocery 

store for dinner...and we run out and get it.    But there are a lot of communities throughout Atlanta, where there are 

no grocery stores.  And the residents have limited access to healthy food.  Carolyn Ryan tells us about a campaign 

that's hoping to change that.  

 

5/14/14          9a          2:30 

 

Steve Noviello, Consumer - Noviello will explain in today's airline industry there are fewer flights and packed 

planes and overselling is not uncommon.  That means airlines have to eliminate passengers when there aren't enough 

seats to go around.    The last thing the gate agent wants to do is make an announcement and ask for volunteers so it 

can pay of big time if you present yourself as the perfect candidate first by going to the agent and being VERY nice 

and letting them know your travel plans are flexible if they need volunteers please call your name to the counter.  

6/5/14     5pm     2:00 

The Buckhead project to develop a ritzy mixed-use development started in 2008.  When the economy took a drastic 

turn and the market collapsed, the project came to a halt leaving construction equipment sitting idly for 4 years.  In 

2011 a new developer took over and now the billion dollar development located on 8 acres in the heart of Buckhead 

is back on track.  After 7 long years residents can now look forward to several restaurants and shops opening in as 

little as 90 days and continuing to open all the way into 2015. 
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6/9/14             8a            2:30 

 

Vacation Rentals Dos and Don'ts:  John Adams Real Estate Advice for entry level homebuyers or renters.  

 

6/13/14             9a                3:00 

 

Say Yes To The Dress - Trends and budget saving tips for brides. 

 

 

6/16/14              9a               2:30 

 

Getting travel ready: AAA Summer Travel Deals - Garrett Towsend talks about summer deals you can’t afford to 

miss. 

 

6/23/14            8a                       2:30 

 

John Adams Real Estate Expert - 5 TIPS for Being a Happy Renter 

 

6/25/14                9a     2:30 

 

It's the Super Bowl of super electronics.  But not every item launched at the Consumer Electronics show actually 

makes it to the market.   Fox Consumer reporter Steve Noviello is live in Dallas with a look at some standouts that 

are now hitting store shelves.    

 

6/27/14:                  5a/7a              2:00 

 

Mosquito Control- Expert advice on how to best prepare your home, kids, and pets against mosquitos. 

 

6/27/14                   8a/9a              4:00 

 

Fantasy Magic World:  Back in 1984, shoppers packed into Gwinnett Place Mall.  Today, something a little different 

is taking over 200,000 square feet of empty retail space.  Fantasy Magic World is billed as "the first ever mobile 

theme park" -- and runs today through September 1st.  It brings carnival rides, circus performers, and indoor games 

into what was once the bustling shopping area, and organizers say they expect to draw up to 750,000 people over the 

67-day event.  Gwinnett Place Mall has struggled over the years since Mall of Georgia and Sugarloaf Mills both 

opened nearby, but Fantasy Wonderland organizers hope the special attraction will being people back to this familiar 

area of Duluth. 

 

Health/ Health Care 

 

4/1/14      5pm      2:30 

Dr. Taz Bhatia at the Atlanta Center for Holistic and Integrative Medicine combines traditional medicine with things 

like acupuncture as an alternative to treating seasonal allergies. She recommends treating the symptoms from 

seasonal allergies with antihistamines but also boosting the immune system with herbal remedies such as manuka 

honey from New Zealand. Dr. Bhatia says probiotics may also help.  

4/1/14     7a/9a     2:00 

 

Managing Your Allergy Meds:  "Tis the season, to be sneezy." What should you take for your allergies? How much 

should you take? An allergist shows you how to manage your allergy meds. 
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4/2/14     5a/7a     1:45 

 

Boston Marathon Local Story- A man in Griffin ran the Boston Marathon last year, but didn't cross finish line due to 

the bombing. He's running again this year, but has a special inspiration this year. He's dedicating his run to a 15 yr 

old girl he recently met named Callie. Callie has inoperable brain cancer. He's raising money for Callie and the two 

have become friends, as they are both trying to cross their own personal "finish lines"     

 

4/3/14         7a/9a     2:00 

 

Alternative Allergies: She never had a problem with allergies until she moved to Georgia. The local lady never got 

the full relief from allergies until she met an allergist who added a few alternative "prescriptions" to go with the 

antihistamines and the corticosteroids. 

4/4/14     5, 10pm     6:00 

Garrett Peterson was born with a birth defect that caused his windpipe to collapse leaving him unable to breathe. 

Ear, Nose and Throat surgeon Glenn Green used a CT scan and a 3-D printer to create precise splints that would 

wrap around Garrett's windpipe. Doctors believe that with the splints and growth Garrett's windpipe will strengthen 

and he now has a chance to survive.  

4/5/14     6pm     2:00 

Dr. Lily Hwang with Atlanta Allergy and Asthma says you need to plan for seasonal allergies.  Suffers are 

encouraged to use medications daily to prevent the onset of season allergies.  Also avoid exposure on high pollen 

days. 

 

4/8/14     9a     3:00 

 

West Coast Workout Fitness Expert Tammy Stokes joins us for a series of exercise segments on how you can get a 

"Sexy Summer Body" in four weeks.  Week one will focus on the arms - 

 

4/10/14     7a/9a     2:00 

The heart age calculator factors in your cholesterol, and blood pressure, and weight, and whether you smoke 

cigarettes.  It was designed by the Joint British Societies to help healthcare providers help patients understand their 

lifetime risk of cardiovascular disease.  So, what can you do if you're 35, but the calculator says your heart is 10-15 

years older than you really are?  

 

4/10/14     9a     2:30 

 

Fresh off the success of his #1 New York Times bestseller, From Mama's Table to Mine, Cooking Channel star, 

Bobby Deen is back with BOBBY DEEN'S EVERYDAY EATS: 120 All New Recipes, All Under 350 Calories, All 

Under 30 Minutes (Ballantine Trade Paperback Original; On Sale February 11, 2014).  Everyone loves a home-

cooked meal, but unfortunately during the craziness of the week, getting dinner on the table often means sacrificing 

healthier, lower calorie meals.  Bobby, who now spends most of his weeknights cooking with his new wife Claudia, 

is here to show you how easy it can be to get a tasty and satisfying lo-calorie meal on the table in no time flat.  This 

is the only cookbook you'll need for fast, delicious, and-most importantly - healthy weeknight eating throughout the 

year. 

 

4/14/14        8a/9a     4:00 

 

"Do You Tutu?" Campaign Paints Atlanta Pink You'd expect to see pink tutus during a ballet performance.  But 

people wearing them all around Atlanta?  It's not as strange as it sounds.   Susan G. Komen Greater Atlanta has 

launched the "Do You Tutu?" campaign to raise awareness about breast health.  The concept is simple -- people 

wear a pink tutu, take a picture, and share on social media!  Participants are asked to use the hashtag #DoYouTutu? 
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When posting their pink pics.  Several local businesses are taking part in the social media campaign, including 

Lenox Square (which featured a giant tutu at its entrance), the Atlanta Hawks, and the Atlanta Dream.   

 

4/15/14:      5a/7a     1:45 

 

Paraplegic Contact Surgery:  Local adventure sports enthusiast and paraplegic faces physical challenges every day. 

He's decided undergo a procedure that eliminates one such challenge...he got implantable contact lenses. we are 

there for the procedure to see how it works and hear how it will change his life.   

 

4/15/14     7a/9a     2:00 

College Application Blues:  Many teens have been stressed prepping for college. Now, college acceptance letters are 

rolling in, but how do you and your child deal with the disappointment of rejection? 

4/15/14     9am     3:00 

 

West Coast Workout Fitness Expert Tammy Stokes joins us for a series of exercise segments on how you can get a 

"Sexy Summer Body" in four weeks.  Week two will focus on abs. 

4/16/14     6pm     3:00 

Jenna Proctor suffered a spinal cord injury at eight months that landed her in the Children's Healthcare of Atlanta 

pediatric intensive care unit.  The injury affected her breathing and all of her movement.  After 4 years of hard work 

Jenna is now dancing as part of her rehabilitation when some time ago it was uncertain if she would ever even walk 

again.  

4/17/14     7a/9a     2:00 

 

CRCT Nutrition:  When students return from Spring Break, the CRCT season ramps up. A good, solid, nutritious 

meal can help your child perform to the best of his/her ability. 

4/18/14     5pm     2:00 

New Cryo-Sceloro therapy or vein freezing can be a permanent solution to spider veins.  The process is completed 

by small pin pricks directly into the veins.  The entire treatment can be done in 2 or 3 visits depending on the patient.  

The cost is 500 dollars for the first 40 injections.   

4/22/14     5pm     3:00 

Workaholics feel anxious, depressed and stressed out constantly about work and that takes a toll on your health.  Dr. 

Nadine Kaslow says over working causes difficulties in your relationships. Recommendations on cutting back are 

highlighted. 

4/22/14     7a/9a     2:00 

 

How do you know whether you are a workaholic?: Check your e-mail all day while on vacation? Do you talk about 

the job at home a lot? A leading psychologist explains the difference between being a hard worker and being a 

workaholic.  

 

4/23/14     5pm     3:00 

Cobb County firefighter Frank Summers was diagnosed with a malignant tumor in one of his tonsils and the cancer 

had spread into his lymph nodes.  The 45 year old man had never smoked.  Dr. Tad Wadsworh one of Emory's top 

ENT cancer surgeons says men in their 40's and 50's are being diagnosed with an HPV caused cancer in the back of 

their throat and tonsils.  
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4/24/14     7a/9a     2:00  

 

E-liquid Danger:  The liquids used with increasingly popular e-cigarettes are drawing the attention of poison control 

authorities. Georgia Poison Control had only 5 e-liquid calls 2 years ago. As of this month, there have been 22 this 

year.  

4/24/14     5pm     2:30 

The liquid nicotine used in e-cigarettes is highly concentrated and extremely toxic according to poison experts. 

Electronic cigarettes are not regulated and are not childproof.  Children are susceptible to e-cigarette related 

poisonings. 

5/2/14         7a/9a          2:00 

 

Acupuncture Myths-Can acupuncture treat everything? Does an acupuncture specialist have to be licensed? Should 

it be used without traditional medicine? We break down what you need to know if you are exploring acupuncture 

use. 

5/6/2014     5pm      3:00 

Some allergy sufferers are learning how to give themselves their shots, at home. Allergists say every shot carries the 

risk of a severe- even life-threatening- reaction. 

 

5/6/2014     5pm      2:00  

Johns Creek couple has put up a brave fight against ALS, or Lou Gehrig's disease. They've chronicled the first 2 

years of that fight and are revealing it to the world in a groundbreaking documentary.  

 

5/6/14            5a/7a         1:50 

 

ALS Documentary:  A local couple is battling ALS (Lou Gerhig's Disease). Steve Dezember was diagnosed with the 

terminal disease less than 3 years ago and it has already left him paralyzed. The couple is keeping positive though 

and vowing to be proactive about a solution. They decided to make a documentary of the first two years of their 

journey. The film debuts on June 1st at the Buckhead Theatre. May is also ALS Awareness month. 

 

5/6/14          7a/9a        2:00 

 

Selfie Allergy Shots: Every year more people are choosing the convenience of self-administered allergy shots. Is it 

convenience over safety? A local allergist insists with initial medical supervision and training, selfie shots are the 

way to go. 

5/7/2014     5pm      3:00 

Beth Galvin sits down with a girl who has been in Emory's ICU for two weeks waiting for two organ transplant. The 

girl discusses the stress that goes through waiting for an organ transplant.  

5/8/2014     5pm      3:00  

Beth Galvin gives some helpful tips to getting a full night’s sleep.  

5/8/14         8a/9a         5:00 

 

Event Urges People to "Scrap Your Scale" Before Swimsuit Season:  Nobody loves stepping on the bathroom scale.  

And, let's be honest...at least once in your life, you've wanted to smash it to pieces when the number it displayed 

isn't what you expected! Well, a first-time weekend event is calling for people to do just that! Atlanta Center for 

Eating Disorders, in partnership with The Eating Disorders Information Network, is presenting "Scrap Your Scale" 

on Saturday, May 10th.  The event was inspired by Miss Georgia 2012 Leighton Jordan, who received treatment at 

ACE and says her life "changed for the better the day I decided to step away from my scale."  She adds, "Our 

Identity is so much more than a number on a piece of plastic, but unfortunately millions of people step on their scale 

every morning and allow the number to dictate how they will feel about themselves."  So, on May 10th, Jordan and 
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others will decorate their bathroom scales, and then smash them up!  The scales will then be given to the art program 

to create a sculpture. 

 

5/8/14         7a/9a         2:00 

 

Sleep Solutions:  It seems like you can't get enough of it when you need it-sleep. We'll give you tips on how get the 

sleep you need. 

 

5/9/14         5a/7a         2:00 

 

Miracle Teen:  Injured in March was hit by an 18-wheeler he has been recovering at Shepherd Center and we will 

update his recovery. 17 year old teen from Oconee County (Athens) is being called a "Miracle Boy". He was t-boned 

by an 18 wheeler at full speed. He survived! He's even got an "M" scar on the side of his head; his mom says it 

stands for "Miracle". 

 

5/9/14         8a/9a          2:30 

  

Mother's Day Story:  Heather Johnson, mother to 2-year-old Brody. Brody is in need of a kidney transplant, and 

Heather was approved in March to be his donor. Heather found out when she was pregnant with Brody that 

something was wrong with his kidneys. He was born 6 weeks early and had surgery within 24 hours of his birth to 

drain his kidneys. Doctors said he might not survive birth due to lung development, but he went home after 11 

weeks in the NICU at Children's at Scottish Rite. 

 

5/9/2014     5pm      3:00  

Beth Galvin talks with a mother who survived a tear in her heart while she was pregnant. After discovering an 

aneurism doctors at Northside Hospital and Emory worked quickly to save the mother and her child.  

5/12/2014     5pm      3:00  

Beth Galvin talks with a mother who had recently suffered from overtraining. The mother talks about her struggles 

after she pushed her body too hard while training for marathons.   

5/13/14     5pm     3:00  

Beth Galvin meets with Georgia Poison control center to get tips on staying safe from snake bites this summer.  

5/13/14        7a/9a         2:00 

 

Snakes and other Spring/Summer Dangers: Doing what she does every day-walking her dog, a local woman is 

greeted with a seasonal reminder-a snake. Poison control says snake bite calls are picking up. We break down the 

dangers in and around your home you need to keep an eye on this time of year. 

 

5/15/14       7a/9a:       2:00 

 

MERS - More on the Georgia case and who could have been exposed. 

 

 

5/16/14          5a/7a         2:00 

 

Rabies in Henry County is under a rabies alert.  That's after four fox attacks in under a week.  Officials have already 

captured one fox which tested positive for rabies.   As Carolyn Ryan reports, they think there may be more out there. 
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5/20/14          7a/9a           2:00 

 

In the Zone: Meditation isn't as complicated as you might think. Many experts believe it is a key component to help 

people deal with stress. We'll show you how to meditate the right way. 

 

 

5/21/2014     5pm      3:00  

Beth Galvin gives out tips tricks, and advice for dealing with anxiety. 

5/22/2014     5pm      3:00  

Beth Galvin shows how meditation can be an easy relief to stress and points out that it can be done anywhere and 

can take less than 15 minutes.  

5/23/2014     5pm      3:00  

Beth Galvin talks with a woman who lost weight by getting rid of clothes that are too small and may have a 

psychological impact.  

5/26/2014     5pm     3:00  

Beth Galvin talks with a family whose son is suffering from autism. The 3-year-old boy can write and do math but 

has yet to say a single word.  

5/26/14          5a/7a          2:00 

 

A man chokes on a hotdog at a Gwinnett Braves game and goes into cardiac arrest.  He now is crediting the medics 

who were there at the game, for saving his life. 

  

5/27/14        7a/9a            2:00 

 

Fertility Myths "My weight can't impact my chances of getting pregnant", "It's not my husband's fault". A local 

fertility experts breaks down the biggest fertility myths and what you can do increase your chances of having a baby.  

 

5/27/14        8a               2:00 

 

Pet Blood Bank - Local blood bank that caters to pets based out of Decatur and helps people to local pet emergency 

rooms.    

 

5/27/2014    5pm      3:00  

Beth Galvin disproves some of the most famous fertility myths.   

5/28/2014     5pm      3:00  

Beth Galvin discusses the importance of protecting your eyes from harmful UV rays this summer by wearing 

sunglasses.  

5/29/14          7a/9a                 2:00 

 

Sibling Rivalry:  Why can't some siblings get along? A local therapist breaks down the most common sibling 

rivalry, how most develop, and how to bring about family healing.   
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6/2/14          5a/7a             2:00 

 

Fire Victim Leukemia: A single mother in Canton has been dealt a tough hand in life. Two years ago, FOX 5 was 

there as she watched her apartment building go up in flames. She lost everything she owned. Then, just this past Jan 

she was diagnosed with incurable cancer. She can't work and money is running out. She still has a child to support. 

She's turning to friends and family for support, they set her up with a go fund me account to raise money. 

 

 

6/3/14          7a/9a            2:00 

 

Tablets and Toddlers:  What is the appropriate age to introduce your child to electronic gadgets? When is enough 

enough? Are your gadgets babysitting your child? A therapist, struggling with her own son, shows you how she is 

making headway.   

 

6/5/14         7a/9a          2:00  

 

 "Chubby Dog"- A PAWS Chihuahua is more than twice the size he's supposed to be. How did he get so big?  How 

do you put your pet on a diet? We have the answers. 

 

6/9/14            5a               1:45 

 

An Oconee County EMT has a long road to recovery after being badly injured in an accident.  Kayla Smith was 

responding to an emergency with her partner, when the ambulance she was riding in got clipped by another car and 

flipped over.   The accident happened on May 31st.  Since then, she's undergone three surgeries and has more ahead 

of her.  The single mom of three says, it could have been a lot worse. 

 

6/10/14          7a/9a      2:00  

 

Too Many Pills?  A recent survey indicates nearly half of Americans have taken a prescription drug in a 30 day 

stretch. Also, 1 in 4 children are on a prescription. Is the US to pill dependent? How should we manage our 

medicine?  

 

6/12/14         7a/9a       2:00 

 

Who is more likely to drown? Experts say it is easier to teach people to swim when they are children, yet black 

children are far more likely to drown than other children. We take a closer look at what's behind the disparity and 

what's being done to close the gap. 

 

6/13/14       7a/8a           2:30 

 

Bone Marrow Registry - Local woman (a stem cell donor) heads to Washington D.C. to pitch for continued federal 

funding for registry program. 

 

6/13/14     5pm     2:00 

Kayla Montiel has already had four open heart surgeries at her young age of twenty three. She got her first heart 

transplant surgery as a toddler and just received her second heart at Emory.  Kayla also received a kidney transplant 

as well.  Dr. David Vega says none of this could have happened with donor families. 

6/17/14             7a/9a              2:00 

 

Fertility Fundraiser: Fertility treatments are expensive and few insurance companies are mandated to cover the 

procedure. So what does an infertile couple, with only 3 months to come up with $20,000 do to come up with the 

cash?  They have joined a growing number of people by establishing a Go Fund Me campaign.  
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6/17/14             9a                  2:45 

 

Getting travel ready: How to eat healthfully when on the road, traveling, dining out.  We break down the road rules 

for Healthy Eating Out. Instead of driver's education, it's diner education.  Noted nutrition expert, award winning 

food journalist and television personality Carolyn O'Neil breaks it down for us. 

 

 

6/18/14     6, 10pm     4:00 

Dr. Jim Fortenberry, Pediatrician in Chief at Children's Healthcare of Atlanta warns that with summer temperatures 

in the 90's the cabin of a vehicle can quickly become a burning hot suffocation chamber.  The tragedy of forgotten 

children usually happens when the family's routine is altered.   

6/19/14     5,6, 10pm    6:00 

Another mosquito-borne virus called the chickungunya virus has made its way to the US.  It is found in the tropics 

and the Caribbean. Emily Newhoff returned from a mission trip in Haiti on June 6th.  The 14 year old is the first 

Georgia resident diagnosed with Chickungunya.  The virus causes very high fevers and severe joint pain. 

6/19/14     5pm     2:00 

Before heading out on a summer vacation, see your doctor or health department to ensure you are up to date on your 

vaccinations and understand the main health concerns of your destination.  Put your prescriptions in your carryon 

bag in the original packaging in case you are questioned.  Create a travel kit with medications for common 

symptoms including diarrhea, nausea, fever and other you are susceptible to.  Dr. Beaulieu also cautions to think 

before you eat.   

6/19/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

75 employees from the CDC are receiving treatment after an anthrax exposure.  Officials say scientists handling live 

anthrax samples didn't properly treat or transport them.  Workers believed the samples were inactive and were not 

wearing adequate personal protective equipment.  The CDC says labs and halls exposed have been decontaminated. 

6/19/14              7a/9a              2:00 

 

Travel Medicine:  Mumps, measles, dengue fever and malaria are some of the things you need to wary of when you 

go on your summer vacation.  A travel doc reveals the most important shots to have before you go and what should 

be in your travel kit. 

6/21/14     6pm     2:00 

A fundraising website called Go Fund Me is available to people who want to post their story and if people are 

moved, they donate.  The Armstrongs used Go Fund Me to share their story of fertility struggles.  Shirelle 

Armstrong's best chance at pregnancy is through IVF, but IVF treatment comes at the high price. 

6/23/14     6, 10pm     4:00 

Henry County is under quarantine after Animal Control discovers a 9th case of rabies. It's believed fox attacks are to 

blame. Residents have been asked to re-vaccinate their pets for rabies as a preventative measure. 

6/24/14                   8a                  2:00 

 

Teen Burned: A 14-year old DeKalb girl is still recovering from 3rd degree burns suffered during a cooking 

accident. Her doctor believes you might be surprised how often he sees children burned in the kitchen. 
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6/24/14              7a/9a:               2:00  

 

Makeup Tips:  Yes, if you're not careful, makeup can make you older than you want.  Plus, you might want to take a 

different approach during the summer. A local dermatologist and her patient share their tips. 

6/25/14     5pm     2:00 

Siamese cat "Meesha" is recovering from a paralyzing stroke at the Georgia Veterinary Rehabilitation in Marietta. 

One of the methods used is an underwater treadmill where Meesha is able to move her legs while submerged chest 

deep. She is also being treated with Chinese medicine and acupuncture. 

 

6/26/14                  7a/9a               2:15 

 

Dating: Know Your Status- HIV in Georgia is still a problem, ranking in the top 5. Is it changing the dating scene? 

Are more couples comfortable asking their partners to be tested for STDs? A Fayette County couple shares their 

story on how they came to an agreement that each one deserved to know the truth about their status. 

6/27/14     5pm     2:00 

Surgeons are using heated chemotherapy to destroy cancer cells.  Heated chemotherapy called Hipec used in 

combination to surgery, promises fewer side effects and less down time than traditional chemo. 

6/30/14:                  8a/9a                                4:00 

 

Camp Sunshine - Dorothy Jordan, a pediatric nurse, founded Camp Sunshine in 1982. It began as a summer camp 

for children with cancer and held its first camp in 1983 with 44 children. Camp Sunshine began to expand to other 

programs when the first Family Camp Weekend was held in 1987. Today, over 375 campers and 200 volunteers 

participate in one of two weeks or summer camp. While summer camp is the largest program Camp Sunshine 

provides, it is only one of many. Throughout the year, children with cancer and their families benefit from Camp 

Sunshine through a variety of recreational programs, including family camp weekends, pre-school programs, teen 

retreats and activities, young adult programs and sibling camp as well as educational and support programs. In 2003, 

Camp Sunshine House was opened. This unique non-residential facility is dedicated to the needs of children with 

cancer and their families. On a weekly basis, children and families attend innovative and much needed support and 

educational programs at Camp Sunshine. They provide opportunities for family members to share with each other 

and gain support and knowledge from others who have experienced similar challenges. Programs at Camp Sunshine 

House also provide educational opportunities with pediatric oncology professionals. In 2006, Camp Sunshine began 

expanding throughout the state of Georgia to reach even more families by offering regional activities and programs. 

6/30/14     5pm     2:00 

Dr. Keith Delman says, “The danger of melanoma is not the visible spot on your skin but the spread below the skin 

that you don’t see”. Dr. Delman recommends checking your skin for changes every month for moles that have 

changed in color, shape or size.  Also, he warns of the dangers of tanning beds. Using a broad spectrum sunscreen 

daily is the best way to combat sun damage. 

Homeless/Hunger 

4/11/14     5, 10pm     4:00 

Dozens of people including young children are homeless after a fire tore through their apartment building.  The fire 

in DeKalb County forced many to jump from their second story apartments to safety.  

4/12/14     10pm     2:00 

Volunteers gave away food to over two hundred families in Loganville.  The event was sponsored by Overcomers 

House Incorporated.  The goal they say is to make sure a family of four has enough food to get them through a 

month. 
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4/15/14     6pm     2:00 

Honey Baked Ham and The Atlanta Food Bank gave out 30 hams to local agencies to feed over 500 families for 

Easter.  Honey Baked Ham plans to donate a million meals nationwide this spring.  

4/20/14     6pm     2:00 

Hosea Feed the Hungry put together over 10,000 meals over the course of the weekend with more than a thousand 

volunteers to prepare, serve and hand out hungry to Atlanta's homeless on Easter Sunday. 

 

 

5/2/14         5a/7a          1:45 

 

Strike out hunger:  That's the goal of a month-long food drive going on right now.  The Gwinnett Braves baseball 

team is joining forces with "Fifth-Third Bank" and the Atlanta Community Food Bank to collect as much food as 

possible for the needy in our community. 

 

5/514         8am         2:30 

 

Furniture Samaritan- Local man buys and remakes furniture and then donates the furniture to people transitioning 

out of homelessness.  Paul Bowman knows something about people who have been passed by.  He volunteered at a 

homeless shelter when he was in college.  He was moved by their stories and wanted to do more. 

 

5/8/2014     6pm      2:00 

Many communities throughout Metro Atlanta do not have access to a grocery store. This is a problem because many 

people are denied access to fresh produce and fruits. A group called the Ga Food Oasis Program is trying to change 

that by creating ways for the public to try fresh produce.  

6/9/14     5, 10pm     4:00 

Carson Taylor was called a hero in March when he convinced a school bus driver to turn around so he could help a 

woman he saw collapsed at her home.  Now this Douglasville boy is asking for help for his family after financial 

difficulties have left them in foreclosure and are losing their home in the next couple of days.  Neighbors are helping 

but the Taylors are searching for a place to stay and they don't have transportation.  

6/30/14                    8a                                    2:15 

 

Must Ministries - Summer Food Program:  During the school year, needy students receive lunches either free or at a 

reduced rate from various programs.  But when school is out, the summer months can leave these students short on 

food.   As Good Day's Ron Gant reports, the Cobb County based "Must Ministries" answered the call to provide 

summer lunches in several counties. 

 

Weather/Disasters 

4/3/14     10pm     2:30 

On the 40 year anniversary of a super tornado that killed more than 300 we visit Buchanan, a city hard hit by the 

disaster.  Survivors recall memories of the devastation that took millions of dollars to repair. 

4/7/14     5, 10pm     4:00 

Severe weather caused the Peachtree creek to swell and flood the road.  Drivers were forced to abandon their 

vehicles in the middle of the road due to quickly rising waters. Due to the proximity of the creek to houses, 
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homeowners were scrambling to move furniture due to incoming waters.  

4/7/14     5, 6, 10pm    6:00 

Villa Rica residents of a complex on East Wilson Rd had their homes flooded this morning.  The water was as high 

as 8 inches in some of the homes. Management of the complex intends to have the townhomes affected cleaned. 

4/7/14     5,6, 10pm    6:00 

A fire in Fayette County over the weekend killed a family of three.  Authorities released new information regarding 

the high power blaze that happened on Hwy 92. Firefighters found the bodies of a man, his wife and their adult 

daughter for the devastation.  

4/7/14     6, 10, 11pm    6:00 

A woman has died after she was swept away by floodwaters.  She accidently drove into Jackson Creek in Lilburn.  

Firefighters and Swift water rescue team jumped into action but found the driver trapped in her car. Floodwaters 

prevented her from maintaining her lane while driving in Gwinnett County. 

4/8/14     6pm     2:00 

The National Weather Service confirmed through Fox 5 Meteorologist Ken Cook, they believe an F-1 tornado went 

through Spalding County.  Crews cleaned up trees and damage to homes most of the day.   

4/15/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

Metro Atlanta has been under a wind advisory all day.  Wind knocked out a pane of glass out of a downtown 

Marietta Street building.  The road had to be closed during rush hour to clean up the mess.  Downed trees have 

caused power outage throughout various metro counties. Two people had to be airlifted to the hospital after being 

trapped in their home by a downed tree. 

4/27/14     6, 10,11pm    5:00 

It's the third anniversary of when a tornado ripped through Ringgold.  Chris Shaw visits Ringgold, which still has 

some evidence of the E-4 tornado's path of destruction as well as how the city has recovered. 

4/27/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

Lighting from severe storms that are coming in from the Midwest has already caused damage in Metro Atlanta. 

Lightning strikes in Snellville and Decatur have caused power outages to homes and businesses. 

4/28/14     5,6, 11pm    6:00 

The Georgia Emergency Management Agency is preparing for a line of storms heading towards the Atlanta area.  

Gema's priority given the disastrous results of this late winter's ice storm affecting school children getting home will 

be communication with school districts and local government. 

4/28/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

Families in Adairsville prepare for severe weather threatening to come into the area in the overnight hours. Sheriff 

Mitch Ralston says trucks filled with emergency supplies are stationed throughout the county. 15 months ago a 

tornado touched down in Adairsville, residents do not take weather threats lightly. 

4/29/14     5,6pm      4:00 

The National Weather Service confirmed today that an E-F 2 tornado made its way through Troup County last night. 

They are out today surveying the damage and warn residents of more storms expected this evening and tomorrow 

afternoon. 
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4/29/14     10pm     2:00 

Haralson county residents prepare for overnight thunderstorms.  Near the Georgia Alabama border people are 

bunkering down for round two of severe weather coming in from the west. 

4/30/14     5,6pm     4:00 

An Athens father of 5 was killed when powerful winds from yesterday's storm brought down a tree on his minivan. 

Pedro Gorosquieta was driving to his landscaping job when tragedy struck. 

4/30/14     5pm     2:00  

A massive oak tree split a house in two on Mitchell Street while the family of four where asleep inside. The Munoz' 

family home was destroyed luckily all the family members were spared from injury.  Red Cross volunteers visited 

the home to assist the family. 

5/14/2014     5, 6pm      4:00  

Severe weather storms ripped through Cherokee County last night. Several houses and cars were damaged by falling 

trees.  

5/21/2014    5, 6pm      4:00 

A man is selling build it yourself tornado shelters alongside of a Coweta County roadway. The man is selling the 

shelters as a way to pay for his daughter’s medical school. 

6/2/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

A Marietta plant fire is blamed for a fish kill in a creek downstream from the blaze that happened two weeks ago. 

Not only did chemicals get into the creek but also debris and other stuff washed into the creek killing the fish.  

6/3/14     5pm     2:00 

Its hurricane season and GEMA has released an official Georgia Hurricane Preparedness Guide.  Tropical Storms 

can put your neighborhood at risk for floods.  You need to be familiar with evacuation routes, and put together a 

hurricane emergency kit especially if you are visiting the coast this summer.  

6/3/14         5a/7a             2:00 

 

Hurricane Season Kicks Off- are you prepared? Hurricane season is underway. Began on June 1st. GEMA released 

an official guide for Georgians on how hurricanes can and do affect our state. 

6/11/14     5,6pm     4:00 

Strong winds caused extensive damage at Lamar County High School.  The roof of the Graham-Harris building 

collapsed after the brick facade gave way last night. Principal Derick Austin and other staff where on campus at the 

time but the 150 students enrolled in summer programs were gone for the day.  

6/13/14     5,6pm     4:00 

Lake Peachtree's main purpose is a reservoir for Fayette County and with millions of dollars needed in repairs to the 

dam; the lake is being drained slowly.  Peachtree City Police keep having to rescue people and their vehicles out of 

the dry lake bed.  What looks like soft ground is more like quicksand.  

6/21/14     11pm     2:00 

Northwest Atlanta was heavily damaged by downed trees resulting from a short lived but very powerful storm.  

Power crews are working to restore power to hundreds of homes but it could take hours because fallen branches 
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have damaged the brackets on the metal power poles.  trees. 

6/22/14     10, 11pm    4:30 

A Coweta Man is thankful to be alive after being struck by lightning. Sean Conner's steel toed boots where left 

smoking after lightening tossed him six feet away from where he was standing.   

6/23/14     6, 10pm     4:00 

A group of homeowners in Ellijay were forced to leave their houses after heavy flooding. 

6/23/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

The Forsyth County Fire department say straight-line winds brought down the metal shelled lumber supply building 

this afternoon.  The storms also brought heavy flooding to the area. 

 

Government Operation and Organization 

4/1/14      5, 11pm     3:30 

CJ's Hot Dogs restaurant owner, Darren Miller is now fighting Hapeville city government to fly eight patriotic flags 

proudly over his restaurant. Miller moved his restaurant from McDonough after city officials fined him saying the 

flags were a violation of city code. The key difference in Hapeville according to Miller is the the city is working 

with us instead of slamming us with fines. The city is working on a creative way for Miller to be able to fly at least 

some of his flags. 

4/1/14, 4/3/14, 4/414, 6/13/14    6pm & 10pm      00:27:14 

 

The I-Team covers accusations of political interference at the state ethics commission. The executive director claims 

she was forced out because of politics. She sued the state and a jury found her claims were valid. The state also 

settled with tthree other former ethics employees.  

4/2/14      5,6pm      4:00 

One year after Dr. Cedric Alexander was promoted to Deputy Chief Operating Office of Public Safety for DeKalb 

County, he says he is proud of his department's achievements int he ongoing war on crime. He oversees the police 

department, fire rescue, the medical examiner's office and the 911 emergency center. Dr. Alexander helped secure a 

3 percent bonus for officers. 

4/2/14      5,6pm      5:30 

City of Atlanta was supposed to strip pavement in north Buckhead. However, a city crew from public works came 

out and painted over leaves, pine cones and dirt. The Mayor’s office says procedure was not followed.  

4/3/14     7a/8a      1:45 

  

E-10 ethanol gas and non-ethanol, pure gas and the effect each can have on vehicles, small engines, etc. There is not 

a drastic difference when it comes to vehicles, although it seems you can get slightly better gas mileage with the 

pricier non ethanol. The biggest difference is with boat engines, lawn equipment, and other small engines 

 

4/7/14                           5a/7a     1:45 

 

Calling 9-1-1 in an emergency is an automatic response for most.    But soon, you'll be able to text 9-1-1.  The 

technology is just rolling out in the metro area.  As Good Day's Carolyn Ryan reports...  Paulding County is the first 

in the state of Georgia to make it available. 
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4/7/14     7a/9a     2:00 

 

IRS scam calls: Scammers looking to profit off of the nearing tax deadline might be amping up the calls.  The Dept. 

of Treasury warns of a phone calls and emails demanding payment of unpaid taxes. They demand payment right 

then and there with a pre-paid card.   They claim, if you don't pay, you can be jailed, lose your license or worse yet 

be visited by the IRS Scam.   

 

4/7/14     10pm     2:00 

Gwinnett county Sheriff Butch Conway has started a program that not only gives inmates and cats a second chance. 

The program connects a likely to be euthanized cat with a female inmate.  It is an expansion of Operation Second 

Chance.  

4/8/14     7a/8a     1:45 

 

Potholes and tires - Even though it's been months since those winter ice storms-- many of your roads and interstates 

are still being repaired from the damage those storms caused.   There are still hundreds of pot holes around metro 

Atlanta and Skyfox traffic's Katie Beasley warns.... your car could be really taking a hit. 

4/9/14     10pm     2:30 

Kennesaw homeowners not keeping their property up to par could be taxed up to 7 times the normal rate. The new 

so called blight tax hits neglectful homeowners by multiplying their property seven times over.  

4/10/14     7a/8a     1:45 

 

Railroad Crossing Dangers:   The number of people or vehicles being struck by trains is increasing.  Just this week.. 

a man was badly hurt in Dalton, Georgia when his car was hit by an oncoming train.   A new report found that more 

people are being hit in vehicles at railroad crossings or while trespassing and walking along those railroad tracks. 

Skyfox traffic's Katie Beasley has more on a new safety campaign. 

4/11/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

Douglas County Water & Sewer Authority could be facing fines from that state for possibly having sewage waters 

spill into the Chattahoochee River.  Thieves stole manhole covers leaving the sewage water unprotected. 

4/17/14     7a/8a     1:45 

 

Marta APP:  The app to help you catch the bus or train a little easier.    

4/18/14     6pm     2:00 

Water Commissioner Joanne Macrina draws criticism for approving raises for her managers.  The Atlanta Water 

Department has had almost one million dollars in equipment disappear.  Increases range from 15 thousand to 25 

thousand dollars. 

4/21/14     10pm     2:00 

The Spaulding County Board of Commissioners passed an ordinance aimed at keeping pet problems under control. 

The ordinance can limit the amount of pets for owners with less than two acres.  The county says the ordinance 

allows them to investigate complaints referencing pet neglect or cruelty. 

4/22/14     6, 10pm     4:00 

Undercover video of sanitation employees on the job shows workers using their phone and listening to music while 

picking up cans of garbage. An audit examined worker activity that resulted in injury claims.  Investigators are 

looking into ways to save taxpayers money by streamlining work flow. 
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4/22/14     5a/7a     1:30 

 

Brookhaven Fastest Growing Zip Code: It's the hottest zip code in Metro Atlanta!   It's where people scoop up 

properties....build new homes, and move in faster than anywhere else.  We're talking about newly formed 

"Brookhaven".  Carolyn Ryan with our radio partner all news 106-point-seven takes a look a why people are moving 

there in droves. 

 

4/22/14     7a/8a     1:45 

Gwinnett County Traffic Control Center: Commuters in Gwinnett County have an extra tool when it comes to 

battling traffic each day.  Last month, the county Department of Transportation launched new upgrades to their 

"smart commute" system.  As Skyfox traffic's Katie Beasley explains... it's all meant to save you headaches on the 

highway. 

4/23/14     5, 10pm     4:00 

Georgia Governor Nathan Deal signed a controversial gun bill into state law. The bipartisan bill will allow gun 

owners to bring their guns into churches, bars, and even some government buildings.  It will also allow schools to 

arm trained staff members.  The bill will be make Georgia gun laws some of the strongest in the country.  However, 

some call the bill dangerous.  

4/23/14     6pm     2:00 

Two million dollars that have been sitting in trust accounts designated for city government benefit have been found 

after going unclaimed.  Atlanta city council now has to decide where these funds should be allocated after they were 

donated from a criminal case. 

4/24/14     5,6, 10pm    6:00 

The 911 Amnesty bill was signed into law today by Governor Nathan Deal.  The law would protect kids calling 911 

to report a drug overdose from prosecution.  

4/24/14     6pm     2:00 

The Roswell Police department has created what they call Kids Korner at their precinct.  They have designated area 

for children who are brought in either as a transition place while waiting DFCAS or because their parents are being 

arrested.  It is filled with teddy bears, coloring books and child friendly decor to ease the children while at the 

department. 

4/24/14     8a/9a     1:45  

 

Pet safety seats:  Most people treat their dogs just like their children.  However, when it comes to dog safety in the 

vehicle many drivers are buckling the children but.  But not safely restraining their pets.  Crash testing is helping 

make products of the market better and one Forsyth County Family is also keep small dogs safe.   

4/28/14     6, 10pm     4:00 

City of Atlanta taxpayers may soon get a huge bill to pay for government employees who drove city vehicles 

through a toll. Fees and penalties notices for peach pass violation where put into a basket and never looked at by a 

clerk said to be responsible for processing.  The suspended employee works for fleet management under the 

department of public works. 

4/30/14     6pm     2:00 

The City of Atlanta ordered security guards to start checking water department employees’ personal vehicles in an 

effort to stop theft.  Now a lawyer retained by 4 water department employees is seeking one million dollars to settle 

what they believe a violation of their basic rights. 
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5/1/14       5, 6pm     4:00  

DeKalb’s Public Works department has been flooded with complaints and requests for road repairs, but the response 

time has gone from 2-3 days to 2-3 weeks.  The city has responded by sending out a large amount of repair crews to 

fix the damaged roads. Reaction to the fix has been mixed.  

5/1/14      5, 6pm     4:00  

Flooding has brought hardship to a Cobb community, costing them thousands of dollars to repair their lakes and 

streams. Lawmakers have recently proposed adding a tax to help pay for repairs due to flooding. The suggested 

increase would add an average of $3.65 cents to residents’ water bills. Many residents do not like the idea.  

 

5/1/14      5, 6, 10pm     4:30 

A goose that had an arrow going through his head was spotted in Cobb County. Wildlife venter staff and volunteers 

attempted to rescue the goose, but were thwarted when the goose fled into a man’s yard. The man refused to let 

anyone onto his property even after a request to enter by the police.  

5/1/14      6pm      2:00  

Water sites across the metro area have reported equipment disappearing. The disappearances have brought up 

questions about the water department’s security management.   

5/2/14      5, 10pm      5:00  

Georgia Lawmakers have approved a law that will allow gun owners to carry their firearms into public places such 

as churches, bars, and government buildings. The move has angered many Georgia priests, but according to the bill 

churches can decide if they want to allow guns into their buildings.   

5/2/14      6, 11pm      4:00 

A local mother has been living in disgusting conditions after her first floor flooded with sewage back-up. The back-

up was so extensive that city officials have advised the tenant not to live there.  

5/3/2014         6pm      2:30 

Local police are using new license plate scanning technology that can record any plate. The new technology has 

some residents concern.  

5/5/2014     5, 6pm     4:00  

The Canton city courthouse is still banning guns from inside the courthouse. The new gun law permits firearms into 

public buildings, but not inside a courthouse. Some residents are upset about this and want the law changed  

5/6/2014     10pm      2:00 

A Villa Rica city councilman is trying to ban local Shriners from asking on the roads for donations for children. The 

group is fighting back and has received a great deal of support.  
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5/8/2014     6, 10pm     4:00  

A top Atlanta police commander is sent home after complaints. Officers said he could not be found when they 

needed his help. Using GPS technology it was shown that the captain was not where he was supposed to be during 

his shifts.  

5/8/14         7a/8a         2:00 

 

Distracted Driving -It's being called an epidemic.  You've seen people do it.  You're probably even guilty of it 

yourself.  But that quick text message you're reading or sending behind the wheel can cost you or someone else their 

life in just a blink of an eye.   Katie Beasley talks to a quadriplegic.  She was hit by a suspected distracted driver. 

 

5/13/14        7a/8a         1:45 

 

Biking Safety: It's National bike safety month and the most recent numbers show deadly crashes involving cyclists 

are up.  In 2012, more than 700 cyclists were killed on road--17 of them in Georgia.   

 

5/14/2014     6, 10pm      4:00 

Atlanta lawmakers are debating a change in city alcohol policy that would give restaurants permission to allow 

customers to bring their own alcohol.  

5/15/14         8am          2:00 

 

It took 8 years and $718 million to complete, but the National September 11 Memorial Museum is opening its doors 

Thursday for a 5-day preview for the 9/11 community, including families, survivors, and rescue/recovery workers, 

before opening to the public May 21. WNYW reporter Robert Moses reports live from the memorial. 

 

5/15/2014     6, 10pm      4:00  

Some of Atlanta's firefighters say they are being forced to leave their jobs after hearing what Mayor Reed told them 

on Wednesday. Mayor Reed angrily balked at the first responder's request for a pay hike, claiming the employees 

want him to commit financial suicide. 

5/20/14         8a/9a          4:00 

 

Roswell Puts Public Works Employees, Equipment To The Test:  Forklift Competition? Sanitation Truck Rodeo? 

Trackhoe Showdown?  Yes...yes...and yes, sign us up, please!   The city of Roswell is celebrating National Public 

Works Week with a series of events sure to please anyone who likes large machinery.  The week, which is 

sponsored nationally by the American Public Works Association, spotlights the men and women who work in the 

city's Public Works/Environmental, Community Development and Transportation Departments.  Today, the city is 

holding three events, starting with a Sanitation Truck Rodeo (which involves sanitation crews showing off their 

skills on a course), and then moving on to Forklift and Trackhoe competitions, during which employees will be 

tested on the equipment and judged on time and accuracy.  All events take place at the Fire, Transportation and 

Public Works Facility at 1810 Hembree Road -- and yes, they're open to the public. 

 

5/22/14           7a/8a           2:30 

 

Hot Car Devices-Since 2010, seven children in Georgia have died of heatstroke after being left unattended in cars.  

Unfortunately, increased awareness isn't enough to prevent these tragedies.  Now some students at Rice University 

in Houston are working on a monitoring device that connects to the car seat and could help save young lives.   
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5/22/2014     10pm      2:00  

A city of Atlanta employee is frustrated because instead of being out working for taxpayers he is being paid to watch 

TV and exercise. 

5/27/2014    5pm     2:00  

Despite the higher amount county commissioners are still expected to put the final stamp of approval on the new 

Braves stadium this evening but the added money is expected to draw a large crowd and some criticism. 

 

5/27/2014    5,6,10, 11pm     8:00  

Governor Deal and Georgia Lawmakers unveiled the “Look Again” campaign, an awareness campaign focusing on 

preventing children from dying in hot cars.  

5/29/2014    6pm      2:00  

Atlanta City Hall is proposing an increase in taxes in order to repair damaged sidewalks around the city.  

5/30/14          5a/7a                 2:00 

 

DeKalb Shelter Update:  It's been nearly a year since DeKalb County hired a 3rd party vendor to manage the shelter. 

It had been widely criticized for having deplorable conditions under the county's control. So has the new nonprofit 

managing the facility made any improvements? We'll sit down with the CEO to get an update. 

5/30/14          5a/7a                 2:00 

 

DeKalb Shelter Update:  It's been nearly a year since DeKalb County hired a 3rd party vendor to manage the shelter. 

It had been widely criticized for having deplorable conditions under the county's control. So has the new nonprofit 

managing the facility made any improvements? We'll sit down with the CEO to get an update. 

6/4/14     5pm     2:00 

The Coweta County Sheriff Deputies have been provided new camera attached to their sunglasses to record 

everything the deputy sees in a work day.   

6/4/14     6, 10,11pm    6:00 

Atlanta City security officers are not receiving regular paychecks.  If the situation doesn't change they will be forced 

to abandon their jobs at pools and ball fields around the city. 

 

6/4/14          5a/7a          1:45 

 

Holly Springs Naloxone:  Holly Springs PD is the first in the state to equip its police force with Naloxone, a drug 

used (traditionally) by medical professionals to reverse the effects of an opiate drug overdose (heroin / pain killers). 

One of the lieutenants on the force pushed this because her daughter died of a drug overdose last summer.  The 

officers will get trained on how to use Naloxone and once they leave the training, they'll be handed a vile of the drug 

to put in their patrol cars and keep with them. 

 

6/5/14     5,6pm     4:00 

An unannounced sweep of the DeKalb County Jail is an attempt to crack down on gang activity inside metro Atlanta 

jails.  Law officers from DeKalb, Atlanta, Fulton, Clayton, Rockdale, and Gwinnett shared intelligence about gang 

operations within their own jails.   
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6/5/14     5,6pm     4:00 

Nicholas and Natasha Vestrand were arrested in Cobb county accused of burning his seven year old son with a 

steam iron. The boy's grandmother reported the incident to DFACS days later because she said the boy's mother 

feared her husband. 

6/5/14           5a/7a           1:25 

 

Buckhead Atlanta Economic Development:   One of the most highly anticipated developments in the city has been 

in the works for more than 6 years.   And finally, completion is in sight. Where does it stand?   And when will it 

open?  How many jobs will it create for locals?   

 

6/6/14           7a/9a          2:00 

 

Car Recalls:  More than 36 million vehicles with recalls are on the U-S roads right now.  Many of them are for sale 

on the used car market.  That's why it's crucial to stay on top of safety information to keep you and your family safe. 

 

6/6/14     6, 10pm     4:00 

An internal investigation was launched when an EMT from a metro ambulance service complained that an Atlanta 

Fire Supervisor made mistakes in the initial care of a stroke patient.   

6/6/14     10, 11pm    8:00 

The bomb squad worked to prevent explosives attached to Dennis Marx's body from going off at the Forsyth County 

Courthouse.  This led authorities to believe Marx might have booby trapped his house to harm police when they 

went into investigate the home.  Several explosive devices were found in the home although it was not booby 

trapped.  Marx's Cumming neighbors have not yet been allowed back into their homes until authorities have cleared 

the scene. 

6/9/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

An elderly man is fighting for his life at Grady Hospital after being struck by an Atlanta Police cruiser. Police say 

the officer was responding to a call with his cruiser lights activated when the victim ran across busy Metropolitan 

Avenue chasing a dog and right into the officer's path. 

6/9/14     11pm     2:00 

Vietnam Vet Conner Mobbs filed a claim with VA after being diagnosed with kidney cancer.  Mobbs went to the 

VA in person after a year of not hearing anything regarding his claim only to find out that the VA had him on the 

deceased list.  After months of filing claims and appeals to get off the list the VA conceded that his cancer was 

linked to Agent Orange exposure and water contamination while in Vietnam but still would not offer treatment. 

Mobbs had his kidney removed at a civilian hospital but continues to fight the VA in case his other kidney fails. 

6/10/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

VA Hospital in Decatur did not even have a cardiologist on duty when Vietnam veteran Captain Bill Boritz was 

brought there in 2010 for treatment for side effects of a recurring heart problem. Boritz widow said her husband died 

at home waiting for healthcare that could have saved his life. Court documents show VA administrators concluded 

evidence of negligence and earlier treatment could have prevented his death.  The Department of Veterans Affairs 

settled a lawsuit in Captain Boritz death. 

6/11/14     10pm     2:00 

A proposed Snellville city ordinance requiring permits for home solicitation is being reconsidered.  The idea behind 

the proposal was to protect people from scam artists and give children soliciting some protection.  Council members 

have realized the ordinance would affect a lot of people including children involved in fundraisers, church groups, 
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civic organizations and even politicians.  

6/12/14     6pm     2:00 

The Georgia Supreme Court upheld an appeals court ruling that grants new trials to 5 convicted felons.  New trials 

have been granted to uphold the integrity of the judicial system after an investigation showed that former Superior 

Court Judge Pascal English who presided over their cases and their former Public Defender in Fayette County 

Kimberly Cornwell were having a relationship outside the courthouse 

6/12/14, 6/16/14      6pm & 10pm      00:17:38 

 

The I-Team follows up on its investigation of how Atlanta Municipal Court judges work only four days a week. An 

Atlanta city councilwoman demanded answers at a committee meeting. The judges vow to start 5 day a week court 

sessions. 

6/17/14     5,6pm     4:00 

Death row inmate Marcus Wellons is set to be executed at the Jackson State Prison tonight.  Wellons was convicted 

in the raping and murdering of 15 year old India Roberts.  He attacked the Cobb County teen as she was walking to 

her bus stop.   

6/18/14     6pm     2:00 

Managers at Atlanta Water are admitting that a mistake allowed one resident free water for more than five years.  

Now the city wants the homeowner to back pay years of a billing mistake which amounts to a couple thousand 

dollars.    

6/19/14     6pm     2:00 

An investigation report concludes a diploma mill was operating out of City Hall.  A scam involving fake GED 

diplomas given to clear applicants for city jobs.  The phony document business not only was done on city time but it 

also included fake paystubs used in getting loans.  Investigators said runners where used to bring cash from 

customers into City Hall in exchange for fake documents. 

6/20/14     5,6pm     4:00 

Pamela Ballin was found guilty by a jury last week in DeKalb County of the 2009 murder of her husband Ricky 

Ballin. However she was not taken into custody but instead release to await sentencing in July.   

6/24/14     5,6pm     4:30 

Internal affairs in Douglas County is conducting an investigation after 2 teenagers where left in two different 

holding cells all weekend without food, supervision or anyway to make a phone call.  Sheriff Phil Miller says 

courthouse staffers are required to check each cell in the holding facility at the end of the day, which did not happen. 

6/24/14     6, 10pm     4:00 

City Sanitation worker Derryl Simmons died almost instantly when he was thrown from the sanitation truck that co-

worker was driving. Melvin Callahan was driving when the accident happened at the exit ramp of Cleveland Ave 

and I-75 last November.  Authorities have determined that Callahan had been drinking.  Simmons widow Louise is 

suing City Hall as well as the estate of Callahan who is now also deceased.   

6/24/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

DFCS has hired 175 new case workers and are requiring a minimum of eight hours of overtime a week to combat 

the divisions’ backlog of more than 3 thousand overdue investigations.   
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6/25/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

The Atlanta Police Department's Pathforce conducted a sting operation resulting in dozens of tickets to unsafe 

drivers running red lights.  The operation is an attempt at educating drivers of the importance of pedestrian safety. 

6/26/14     5,6pm     4:00 

Cobb County Police searched Harris' apartment and took the family laptop into evidence in the investigation into 

Justin Harris.  Harris is in jail after his son Cooper died after being left in a hot car for over 7 hours.  The police 

denied the family's request to access picture of Cooper for his funeral, housed on the laptop.  Harris was also denied 

leave from jail to attend his son's funeral.   

6/26/14     5, 11pm     4:00 

More guns were discovered at Hartsfield Jackson International last year than in other airport. In keeping with a new 

state law an airport spokesperson says leave the firearm at home or contact the airline to place it in checked baggage. 

6/27/14     6, 10pm     4:00 

Willie Hubbard called 911 to report a violent carjacking in progress.  To his surprise he found himself debating with 

the 911 operator. Police took over 30 minutes to arrive.  Interim DeKalb Chief James Conroy promises to review 

Mr. Hubbard's complaint  

 

Crime/Violence 

4/1/14      10, 11pm     3:00 

Police have release the sketch of a would be child abductor and video of the black truck believed to be involved in 

the incident. A 12 year old Woodstock boy was approached by the man at his bus stop. The man told the boy that his 

father was in the hospital and he need to take him there. Luckily the boy ran home and the vehicle left the 

subdivision. Residents are on alert. 

4/2/14      5,6, 11pm    4:00 

Gwinnett county police officer was rushed to the hospital after being shot at the scene. One suspect was killed 

during a shooting at the Sweetwater Apartments in Norcross. Officers approached a car with three people.  Two men 

led police on a foot chase, and the third opened fire on police.  

4/2/14       6pm     1:30    

Police say 3 groups of thieves are on the prowl in some rural parts of Walton County.  The thieves are targeting 

unlocked vehicles and breaking into homes.  Thirty burglaries were reported last month.  Police are putting residents 

on alert.   

4/2/14       10, 11pm    5:00 

A year after the death of a one year old girl, police have charged her parents Shaun Jewella and Altair Hubbard with 

felony murder and cruelty to children.  Captain McCarty of the Milton police say paramedics transported the little 

girl to the hospital after reports she was having trouble breathing.  The Fulton County Medical Examiners say her 

autopsy showed neglect, dehydration and malnutrition.  

4/2/14               10pm     2:00 

The robbery of a Paulding county home leads a family of local artist, Lloyd Meadows to make a public plea.  The 

family is hoping the one-of-a-kind hand-painted pieces are returned.   
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4/3/14                                         5pm     2:30 

Scammers are cold calling residents and passing as representatives of Georgia Power.  Police say the thieves are 

using the Green Dot prepaid card from retailers to use as a wire transfer account.  Georgia Power says they do not 

cold call customers.  

4/3/14     10,11pm      4:00 

Julie Long found her neighbor's dog, Dutch in her driveway shot.  The dog's leg had to be amputated due to the 

damage from the bullet.  The Angel's Among Us pet rescue group agreed to pay for the bill after the dog's family 

posted his story on Facebook. 

4/3/14     10,11pm     3:00 

Fourth grader, Willie Myrick was held captive for hours after being kidnapped by a stranger.  The 9-year old said he 

was in the gray Honda Civic for hours until he was dropped off in Eastpoint, miles away from his home in Fairburn.  

The boy described his abducted to police as a man in his twenties with deadlocks and a tattoo on his bicep.   

4/4/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

Michael Daniels of Powder Springs is in jail accused of illegally tattooing a minor.  Daniels claims he did not know 

the girl was a minor.  The law requires that ID be verified prior to tattooing.  Daniels is charged with cruelty to a 

child, illegally tattooing the body of a minor and weapons possession. 

4/4/14     5a/7a     1:45 

 

Some alarming new statistics show Georgia has the second highest identity theft rate in the county.  As Good Day  

Carolyn Ryan reports…police are working to stay ahead of this crime.   

4/6/10     10, 11pm     4:00 

Two young children and their mother were run over by a hit and run driver in Tucker.  The family was crossing the 

street when a white truck struck them.  The two year old boy was rushed to the hospital but did not survive.  His four 

year old sister is said to be ok.  The reckless driver is still on the loose. 

4/7/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

Sandy Springs police say two professionally dressed women went into Emory Clinic, Northside Hospital and St. 

Joseph's Hospital and stole credit cards, identifications and the purses of three women employees in secured areas.   

Police are now offering two thousand dollar crime stoppers reward.  Police have released surveillance video of the 

suspects.  

4/8/14     10, 11pm    6:00 

Police chase in Bremen today ended violently after the vehicle rear ended a tractor trailer.  A man suspected of arson 

is accused of carjacking a taxi cab with his girlfriend and her child in tow. The chase ended on Interstate 20 across 

the Alabama state line.  

4/8/14     10pm     2:00 

Eric Forbes was only 12 years old when he died after suffering years of abuse from his father.  Shayaa Forbes' 

lawyer asked the Paulding county judge for mercy.  Forbes has not been indicted for the crime. 

4/9/14     5pm     2:00 

Vandals stole copper from Victory Baptist Church in Southeast Atlanta.  The thieves went room by room in the 

church tearing out wires and pipes from the A/C units, heater and the water system leaving water flooding 

throughout the church.  Repairs will cost 25 to 30 thousand dollars. Police are investigating the crime.  
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4/9/14     10pm     2:00 

Fulton county firefighters are victims of theft while on the job.  Thieves have hit 3 fire stations in recent months.  

The thieves wait for firefighters to respond to an emergency by leaving in the fire truck and they break into the 

firefighters personal vehicles.  

4/10/14     5,6, 10, 11pm    8:00 

Five people are facing federal charges after a kidnapped North Carolina man was found in a Southeast Atlanta 

apartment.  Federal investigators believed the organizer of the crime is life sentence inmate Kelvin Melton.  

Documents say this was all about retaliation and revenge. Janssen was held for five days by his abductors. 

4/10/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

Two Marietta mothers have been arrested.  Police accuse the women of leaving four children all ten years old and 

under alone to go out to a nightclub.  

4/14/14     5pm     2:00 

Fulton County police are searching for the gunman who killed college student Malcolm Scott.  Police believe Scott 

attempted to run from an attempted robbery when he was shot.  

4/14/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

Fannin County Chief Magistrate Judge, Ron Newton was killed by accused drunk driver Larry Eugene Jones.  The 

Georgia State Patrol has added new charge of vehicular homicide against Jones. Judge Newton and his wife were on 

their motorcycle when Jones' vehicle crossed the center line and hit them.  Rita Newton, the judge's wife suffered 

two broken legs but is recovering after surgery.  

4/15/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

A group of armed robbers attacked an Uber driver.  A woman who saw the attack says they threw the driver to the 

ground and took his cash. Police say it happened around 2:30am at an apartment complex in Northwest Atlanta.   

4/16/14     5,6pm     4:00 

Michele Blum of Adairsville is charged with first degree vehicular homicide and DUI after the accident she was 

involved in killed a Rome Pastor.  Georgia State Patrol says 47 year old Blum hit the Pastor and his wife head on 

while driving on Hwy 140.  Thankful Baptist Church lost Pastor Nim Russell after 23 years of service at the church.   

4/16/14     5,6,10pm    6:00 

A day after 24 year old Andre Tripp was reported missing; his body was discovered in Lovejoy.  Firefighters 

responding to a brush fire in the woods off Thrasher Rd found Tripp's burned body, his hands bound.  The missing 

person case of the Duluth man is now a murder investigation. 

4/17/17     5,6pm     4:00 

Two people were shot at a Buffington Rd gas station.  Witnesses say a man approached another man and shot him 

dead then turned the gun on the woman accompanying him and shot her as well.  Police have release very few 

details regarding the Union City shooting. 

4/17/14     11pm     2:30 

Customer turns violent on a used car salesman in Dalton today.  The weapon went off during a struggle with the 

owner of the used car lot. The Whitfield County Sheriff's office says 64 year old Modesto Cardenaswasa arrested 

and charged with aggravated assault. 
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4/17/14     11pm     2:00 

Police are looking for a suspect of three reports of sexual assault and rape in Athens during the last month.  Police 

have released a sketch hoping residents have seen this man.   

4/18/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

76 year old grandmother Mary Price, was found dead in her southwest Atlanta home.  Price had been multiple 

injuries most likely stab wounds.  Atlanta's homicide unit says her 14 year old grandson is believed to be the suspect 

after he arrived at Therrell High School in bloodied clothing. 

4/20/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

Violent gunfire erupts at a party at Wade Walker Park in Stone Mountain.  Police say they came out to shut down 

the gathering where there were 12 to 15 hundred people that included drinking, drugs and smoking.  Gunshots 

injured two people.  The party did not have a permit and got all its invites via social media.   

4/21/14     5,6, 10pm    6:00 

Cobb police say a woman was shot in the wet parking lot of Cumberland Mall in broad daylight. Police believe the 

shooting was the result of a domestic dispute.  The gunman is a heavy set black male in his 50's about 5ft10in tall 

currently on the run in a white van.  

4/22/14     5,6, 10, 11pm    8:00 

Teacher at Drew High School in Riverdale is in jail facing child sex charges.  Police say Roderick Arrington 

engaged in a sex act with a 17 year old student. Clayton County Schools says 30 year old Arrington is no longer 

employed with them.   

4/23/14     5,6pm     4:00 

Two boys are arrested at The Advocates for Children in Flowery Branch, a children's shelter.  According to the 

Bartow County Sheriff's office, a 12 and 13 year old boy are charged with felony aggravated child molestation.  The 

boys allegedly molested a 7 year old boy, also staying at the shelter.  

4/24/14     5,6pm     4:00 

Quintavious Judon is charged with murder in DeKalb County after police say he attempted to protect his personal 

property.  While dining at Fletchers restaurant on Candler Rd, Judon saw a man breaking into his brand new car.  

The would be thief fled the scene when Judon confronted him.  Judon shot at the back of the fleeing vehicle.  

Georgia law forbids the use of deadly force in protecting property.  

4/24/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

Keenan Notae had worked at the DeKalb County Jail for 3 years and now he is the one behind bars.  24 year old 

Notae is accused of sexually assaulting a teenager while on a date. He is being held in the same jail he used to patrol 

in a separate quarter from other inmates. 

4/25/14     5,6, 10, 11pm    9:00 

Assistant District Attorney April McConnell is in critical condition and her husband was found dead in a cemetery.  

Police say the ADA was shot while inside her vehicle in a residential neighborhood in southwest Atlanta near the 

city county line. Trenard McConnell, her estranged husband is the suspected shooter.  Trenard McConnell is 

believed to have killed himself shortly at a cemetery in south Fulton County after shooting his wife.  

4/25/14     5,6, 10pm    6:00 

Douglasville Police have arrested a mother and her girlfriend for locking up a 6 year old boy in a dog cage.  The 
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mother is accused of mental torture after police say she poured syrup and cat litter on her son.  

4/25/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

A Gwinnett county school bus driver is arrested 22 years after her husband's murder. Linda Agee was taken into 

custody by Walton police after Mike Rising, a retired FBI investigator who specialized in cold cases spent the past 3 

years going over evidence and reinter viewing key witnesses.  Randy Peters was shot to death in a home in Monroe 

in 1992. 

4/29/14     5,6, 10, 11pm,    12:00 

FedEx employee goes on a rampage in Cobb county shooting six co-workers. The gunman was found dead of a self-

inflicted gunshot in a loading dock a few hours after the rampage began.  More than 200 law enforcement officers 

responded to the half million square foot warehouse. Police are investigating. 

5/1/14      5, 6, 10, 11pm     10:00  

The Mother of a worker who was wounded in the shooting at a FedEx facility spoke about her and her son’s 

experience. The injured worker was recently released from the hospital.  The mother describes her shock when she 

heard about the shooting. She also describes what happened to her son during the shooting.  

5/1/2014     5, 10pm      4:00 

A masked gunman robbed a check cashing store in Marietta. The gunman forced the store’s clerk at gunpoint to 

open the store’s safe. After the safe was opened the gunman began yelling and beating the clerk. The gunman then 

grabbed the money in the safe and left the store.  

5/1/2014     5pm      2:30  

The judge in the Kelly Marlow trial scolded Marlow during the sentence hearing today. The judge said that Marlow 

betrayed the trust of the office and barred her from seeking public office again.  

5/1/2014     10pm      2:30 

Dekalb Police discovered two bodies after responding to a 911 call in a residence. The bodies of an elderly couple 

appeared to have been stabbed repeatedly by samurai swords. Police arrested the couple’s 39-year-old son at a 

nearby park.  

5/1/2014     10pm      2:30  

A family run grocery store was robbed by a man armed with a pistol. After handing the robber the money the man 

running the store was hit with the pistol. The robber also pushed the man’s pregnant wife into a rack of cigarettes 

and left the store.  

5/1/2014     11pm      2:30  

A cookout that was organized using Social Media in DeKalb got out of hand when over 1500 people showed up to 

the party. During the cookout two people were shot and injured.  

5/1/2014     11pm      2:00 

In light of the recent Fedex shootings a local widow opens up about the warehouse shooting that killed her husband 

in 2010. 
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5/2/2014     5pm      2:00 

A local high school student was arrested after the teen’s plot to kill his family and bomb his school. The plot was 

discovered after a cache of weapons and bomb making material was discovered at a self-storage unit owned by the 

teen.  

5/2/2014     5pm      2:30  

The leader of a local motorcycle club was cited for permit violations after the club held wild on-road parties.  

5/2/2014     10, 11pm     4:00 

A high speed chase with police ended in a shootout on I-20. After the fleeing suspects crashed, they exited the 

vehicle and began firing at police. One suspect was taken to the hospital with a gunshot wound to the arm and the 

other suspect was arrested  

5/2/2014     10pm      2:00  

Schools in Barrow County have received several different bomb threats this week. Some threats have been placed on 

social media, and one threat was written onto a bathroom wall at a high school. Police are investigating.   

5/2/2014     11pm      2:30  

A shooting occurred behind a seafood restaurant. Witnesses say shots rang out after several cars pulled into the back 

parking lot of the restaurant. A bleeding man then ran inside the restaurant asking for help. The restaurant hid the 

man until police arrived. The man was then taken to the hospital.  

5/3/2014                                    6pm       2:30 

A body was found by two fishermen in the Chattahoochee River. Police were able to pull the woman’s body out of 

the river. There were no obvious signs of injury. 

5/3/2014     6pm      2:30 

Local police are using new license plate scanning technology that can record any plate. The new technology has 

some residents concern. 

5/3/2014     10pm      2:30 

A missing three-year-old girl was found safe by neighbors after her mother lost sight of her at a local park.  

5/3/2014     10pm      2:30  

An East point community has been plagued by break-ins. Police believe they have surveillance footage of the 

burglar, but have yet to make an arrest. One resident has even fired at the suspect.  

5/5/2014     6pm      2:00 

Clayton Police have been cracking down on crime by arresting criminals at their home. Today the police arrested 55 

suspects.  
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5/5/2014     10pm      2:00 

Five girls attempted to run away from a children’s group home. The five teens attacked a caregiver, tied it up and 

stole her car and cell phone. They crashed the car a couple miles down the road. Police are still searching for three 

of them.  

5/5/2014     10, 11pm     5:00 

A student was shot on the campus of an Augusta college. The student was rushed to a trauma center, and a lone 

suspect was arrested.  

5/5/2014     11pm      2:30 

Police have released video of a man they say robbed a waffle house with a pitchfork. Police say they've got an arrest 

warrant. Now they just have to find him. 

5/5/14          5a/7a        2:00 

 

Cat animal abuse: Gwinnett County Animal Control to investigate the case of Daddy, a tabby cat badly burned today 

at a Lilburn apartment complex.   It appears that someone intentionally poured boiling water on the orange male 

tabby cat.  A woman who lives in the complex has been feeding the cat, and she called Furkids to rescue the animal.  

The cat's injuries are so severe that it may not survive.  Furkids has just taken the cat to Dr. Brad Miller at the 

Russell Ridge Animal Hospital in Lawrenceville for treatment.  Dr. Miller has successfully treated other burned cats 

rescued by Furkids.  Furkids is the 12-year-old nonprofit organization that operates the largest cage-free, no-kill 

shelter in the Southeast for rescued cats and a no-kill shelter for dogs where they can experience the best care in a 

loving environment until they are adopted. 

 

5/6/2014     5, 6pm      4:00 

A former Clayton county school teacher was charged today with having an inappropriate relationship with a 17-

year-old student at Charles Drew High School. 

5/7/2014     5, 6, 10pm     6:00 

An elderly man’s body was found in his home in Putnam County. The man’s body was found with his head missing. 

The wife of the murdered man is also missing.  

5/7/2014     5, 6, 10 pm     7:00 

An Atlanta mother is recovering tonight in the hospital. Police say she was run down in the middle of the street near 

her home in southeast Atlanta. 

 

5/7/2014     5pm      2:00 

Two more school lockdowns for Jackson County after school officials found a message written on a bathroom wall 

at East Jackson Middle School.  

 

5/8/2014     10pm      2:00 

 

A 14-year-old honor student was attacked by 5 bullies at school. The boy’s parents are outraged that the school did 

not do enough to protect their son and our angry that the bullies have not been arrested.  
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5/9/2014     6pm      2:30 

The parents of 10-year-old Emani Moss began their trial today. The parents are accused of starving their daughter to 

death. The Jury is currently deliberating if they should seek the death penalty in this case.  

5/9/2014     6,10pm      4:00 

A police officer was involved in the shooting of a Carroll County man. Residents called 911 after they witnessed a 

man running around the streets with an axe and yelling. During an altercation the officer shot the man.  

5/9/2014     5pm      2:00 

Police are searching for a group of burglars who have been robbing stores by ramming a church van into stores and 

stealing during the chaos. The men attacked a jewelry store and a pawn shop, stealing jewelry and firearms.  

5/9/2014     10, 11pm     5:00  

Police released two suicide notes written by the FedEx shooter before he went on his rampage. The notes show that 

the shooter was mentally ill and suffered from severe depression.  

5/10/14      6pm      2:30 

A Fulton County mother is pleading for help in seeking information about the murder of her son in a College Park 

apartment complex. The mother is hoping that a reward will help bring justice for her son.  

5/10/14      10pm      2:00  

A drive by shooting killed one man put two more into critical condition. Police say the shooting may be gang related 

and are still looking for suspects.  

5/11/2014     10pm      2:00  

A 9-month-old baby was killed in a home invasion. A masked gunman broke into the home and shot the baby as 

well as three other female victims. Police believe that the invasion may be linked to two other murders.  

5/11/2014    10pm      2:00  

For the third time in a week a body was found in the Chattahoochee River. The FBI is investigating the cause of the 

latest death.  

5/12/2014     6, 10pm      4:00  

A female police officer says she agreed to strip totally nude during a vice sting operation. She claims her colleagues 

were allegedly more interested in looking at her than quickly completing the detail. 

5/12/2014     10pm      2:30  

Police are looking for a thief in Midtown Atlanta who has been stealing expensive plants from residents’ front lawns 

and homes. 

5/13/2014    5, 6 pm      4:00  

A huge fight erupted at a local high school that involved several parents. During the brawl two parents were arrested 

as well as 11 students.  
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5/13/2014     5, 6, 10pm     6:00 

An unknown gunman opened fire, wounding several students near a Southwest Atlanta high school.  

5/14/2014     5, 6pm      4:00  

An Atlanta teen was killed after witnessing a murder. Her father says that she was afraid to come forward to police. 

He says not having police protection may have cost his daughter her life. 

5/15/2014     5, 6pm      4:00  

Two teens allegedly broke into a home in southwest Atlanta, but got an unexpected surprise. The homeowner's 

"boyfriend" was home and shot the teens. After they were shot, someone drove the teens to a nearby fire station for 

help. The scene led to a lockdown at Therrell High School the second lockdown, this week.  

 

5/15/2014     5, 6, 10pm     6:00 

 

Two men were arrested for smoking methamphetamine out of an electronic cigarette. A Cowetta police officer 

pulled the two men over and noticed what the men were smoking the meth out of the E-cigarette. 

 

5/15/2014    10, 11pm    4:00 

The body of a woman was found by a family riding ATVs in the woods of Palmetto County. Police are searching for 

answers to what happened.  

5/15/2014     10,11pm      4:00  

A brawl amongst girls in Douglasville was captured in a cell phone video. The brawl started on the streets but 

eventually moved into the girls’ school. Police say that the teens are out of control.  

5/15/2014                                                        10pm      2:00 

The victim of a brutal acid attacks reveals her face seven months after the accident. The victim’s boyfriend had 

gotten angry at an impending break up and threw sulfuric acid into the woman’s face.  

5/15/2014    10pm      2:00 

Police say they have found the man who brutally raped a 79-year-old woman in her Chamblee home.  

5/15/2014     10pm      2:00  

Police are actively looking for a shooter after two people were shot near the Atlanta Federal Prison. 

 

5/16/2014    5, 6, 10pm     6:00 

 

A grandmother was carjacked and assaulted by an unknown thief he pulled the elderly woman down to the ground, 

creating a gash in the back of her head. Doctors at Grady memorial hospital are treating her in the ICU. 

 

5/16/2014     5pm      2:00  

 

Georgia State Police are investigating after two men are struck and killed by a police officer on a busy 

Lawrenceville highway. 
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5/16/2014    5,6,10pm    6:00 

 

A Clayton County man is preparing to file an official claim against the police department after he says they 

brutalized him outside his home earlier this month 

 

5/16/2014     6, 11pm     4:00  

A stray bullet narrowly avoided hitting a 12-year-old child. The bullet went through the child’s room while he slept. 

A bullet hole on the wall marks where the projectile hit near the boy’s sleeping head.  

5/16/2014      10pm      2:30 

An elderly couple is facing charges after police say they stole from the home of a woman who'd passed away. 

5/16/14         8am            4:00 

 

Christy Sims has LIVED her life behind a scarf and sunglasses for over a year.  Back in April of 2013...her then 

boyfriend spilled acid all over her body..all over her face. Today, Andrew Fordham Junior pled not guilty to what 

Christy calls... "A horrible and intentional crime".   Badly disfigured, it has left Christy living in the dark--until now. 

 

5/17/2014    6pm      2:00  

Since the beginning of this month, community leaders say we have seen too much violence, too much death for this 

to go on any longer .They say time for real solutions is now, and this afternoon communities came together to find 

those answers. 

 

5/19/2014     10pm      2:00  

A woman was arrested after she was caught stealing flowers from grave sites and selling them at her home.  

5/20/2014     5,6,10pm     6:00  

A middle school student says two boys threatened and pointed two guns at his head at his school bus stop. The 

student said he did not know the boys but had seen them before hanging around near the bus stop.  

5/22/2014    10pm     2:00 

A 76-year-old elderly woman is living in fear after stray bullets went through the window of her senior living 

apartment home.  

5/23/2014     5, 10pm     4:00  

A Clayton County inmate was sentenced to life in prison after he murdered a fellow inmate after a dispute over a 

peanut butter candy.  

5/26/2014    10, 11pm    5:00  

A 14-year-old boy was shot and killed inside an Atlanta apartment. Police are not sure what happened and are still 

looking for answers 
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5/26/2014     10pm      2:00  

A Gainesville family is upset after their pony was stolen out of their front yard. The family pony is beloved by 

neighbors and an escape for their autistic grandson.  

5/27/2014     10, 11pm     5:00  

A Douglasville father was arrested after forcing his son to carry a heavy rock for several miles. The father was 

charged with child abuse.  

 5/29/2014    5,6, 10pm     6:00   

A British man was arrested after it was discovered he was sending inappropriate messages and photos to a Georgia 

teen through twitter.  

5/29/2014    5,6pm      2:00 

A local Animal Shelter is offering a reward to anyone who can bring information about whoever shot a pit bull in 

the neck.    

5/29/2014     10pm      2:00  

Ten men were arrested for running an illegal cock fighting ring. Police say the men had 36 roosters that they 

drugged and bred to fight until death.  

5/30/2014     5pm      2:00  

An 18-year-old teen was killed in a drive-by shooting in Athens this morning. Police are still searching for clues to 

the teen’s killers.  

5/30/2014     10pm      2:30  

A one-year-old child was severely burned after a failed police raid. Habersham police said they did not know there 

was a child inside the house when they threw a flash-bang grenade into a suspected drug dealer’s home. The grenade 

allegedly landed into the baby’s crib and went off next to the sleeping child.  

6/1/14     10pm     2:00 

A terrible accident has left one teenager dead after the vehicle he was collided with a telephone pole. 17 year old, 

Adam Di Millo was arrested by Forsyth police for first degree vehicular homicide, consuming alcohol as a minor 

and DUI.  Other passengers in the car say Paul Louis Castell was not wearing his seatbelt when he was thrown out 

of the truck. 

6/1/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

Father of 7, Kevin Jordan was not only a veteran but also a Griffin police officer.  However, it was while working an 

off duty security job at Waffle House that he was shot to death.  He was trying to handcuff the girlfriend of Michael 

Bowman when Bowman shot Jordan 5 times in the back.   

6/2/14     5, 10pm     4:00 

One year old, Noah Penson was in the parking lot of River Park in Ellijay when he was hit and run driver.  

Unfortunately, Penson died as a result of his injuries.  Driver was charged Saturday and the charges where upgraded 

as a result of the boy's death. 
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6/2/14     5, 10pm     4:00 

Habersham Swat team threw a flash grenade into the home where they were conducting a drug raid. The grenade 

landed in the crib of 19 month old "Bou-Bou" sending him into a medically induced coma due to his injuries.  The 

sheriff says an undercover informant bought drugs at the house. Police later arrested Juan Estontava at a different 

location on drug charges. 

6/3/14     5,6, 10, 11pm    8:00 

Henry county mother Krystal Griffis was arrested at DUI checkpoint.  Police say she had seven children in the car 

and none of them not even the infant was wearing a seatbelt.  The 30 year mother denies all charges.  Police say her 

blood alcohol level was under the legal limit but she failed other sobriety tests.  Officers say they also smelled 

marijuana and found it all over the vehicle even when other passengers were seen trying to throw it out the window. 

6/3/14     6, 10pm     4:00 

Three teen girls in Cobb county where walking to the store to get snacks on Memorial Day weekend when they were 

struck by a hit and run driver.  Two of the girls did not survive the injuries.   The hit and run driver, locksmith Tansu 

Kanlica hit the girls when he engaged in a car chase with a nonpaying customer. 

6/3/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

An argument over loud music near Tampa resulted in the death of a 25 year old Cobb county man. Porter Headlee 

had recently moved to St. Petersburg Florida for a new job.  Police reports say Sunday, Porter and his neighbor 

Lonnie Lee got into a dispute over loud noise.  During the argument Lee punched Porter to the ground and then shot 

him as he was getting up.  

6/3/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

Danny Wilkerson was arrested by Rockdale police and charged with several counts of neglect.  Police say 

Wilkerson left his elderly parents, Henry and Gladys Manus without food and living in their own waste.  

6/4/14     10, 11pm    2:00 

A teddy bear rigged with a GPS monitor nabbed a local man stealing donations from a donation bin meant for the 

poor. Mid Atlantic Clothing Recycling is charity that redistributes donations intended for the needy.  Melvin Wilder 

confessed to police he would take the donations to sell at a local flee market.  The crime fighting gps teddy bears 

have placed in all 80 bins in Atlanta to track these kinds of thieves.  

6/4/14     5, 10, 11pm    6:00 

Roswell Police are working a crime scene of a deadly double shooting on Lynwood Drive.  The suspect opened fire 

on the two men while they were sitting in a grey Mazda SUV.  Police say the killer fled in a charcoal Audi.  

6/4/14     5, 6pm     4:00 

Devon Thomas and Marco Watson are charged with murder in DeKalb County for the shooting death of a nine 

month old baby.  Police say the two men fired more than 20 rounds inside the home they broke into that not only left 

the baby boy dead but also wounding his mother, grandmother and a friend. 

6/5/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

Real Estate Agent, Ray Glen Greene has pled guilty to 16 charges of theft.  Superbox logs show Greene would use 

the code box real estate agents use to access homes.  Greene has been sentenced to 20 years, 8 of which he'll spend 

behind bars. 
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6/6/14     5,6, 10pm    24:00 

Dennis Marx was shot to death by deputies at a chaotic scene this morning at the Forsyth County Courthouse.  A 

masked Marx stormed the courthouse building crashing his SUV on the front steps and opening fire.  Marx was 

heavily armed with ammunition, grenades and restraining devices. Police say he intended to take hostages at the 

courthouse. A quick thinking deputy outside the courthouse foiled his plan by shooting at him. Marx was slated to 

be in court today for an ongoing criminal case that started 3 years ago.   

6/6/14     5,6pm     4:00 

Residents of a Southwest Atlanta neighborhood keep stumbling across beheaded animals.  They believe a voodoo 

house in their neighborhood discards chickens, roosters, and other animals in the middle of the road for all to see.   

6/6/14     10pm     2:00 

Police investigate a murder suicide outside a Kroger off Dallas highway in Marietta.  Cobb Police say a wife shot 

her husband before turning the gun on herself in broad daylight as customers stood in shock.  Authorities have not 

released the names of the couple involved and an investigation is underway. 

6/9/14     5,6, 10pm    8:00 

Georgia truck driver Kevin Roper has criminal complaint stemming from the New Jersey accident that critically 

injured comedian Tracy Morgan and killed another passenger travelling with Morgan.  The complaint released 

Monday indicated the Walmart driver had not slept for more than 24 hours prior to the deadly crash.   

6/9/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

The Starband Dance Company shut down unexpectedly leaving dozens of Newton County parents to console their 

kids and their wallets. Parents say they lost hundreds of dollars.  The dance students were scheduled to participate in 

a much anticipated recital in May.  Newton County deputies are investigating the closure amidst complaints from 

frustrated parents. 

6/10/14     5,6, 10pm    6:00 

Chamblee police are searching for the driver of a hit and run that injured a mother and her 9 year old daughter.  

Police have located the suspect's black Ford Explorer with two beer bottles clearly visible inside, leading 

investigators to speculate the driver may have been intoxicated. The 9 year old is hospitalized with very serious 

injuries. 

6/10/14     5,6pm     4:00 

Chamblee police shot and killed an armed robber outside of an AutoZone store on Buford Hwy.  A little before 

closing the gunman took employees hostage and demanded they open the safe. One employee was able to hide and 

alert police before the gunman discovered him. 

6/10/14     5,6, 10, 11pm    8:00 

Authorities arrested 36 year old Robert Coggins in connection with the disappearance of 14 year old Oconee girl, 

Harley Miller.  She was last seen Monday morning and authorities believe she left with a man she met online. 

Harley was found safe in central Florida.   

6/11/14     6, 10pm     4:00 

Pickens County investigators are close to in arrest in an awful case of animal cruelty.  One horse died and a dozen 

others were starved for about a month. The land owner does not live on the property but is paid to house and care for 

the animal by their owners.  Investigators are not sure why the woman failed to care for the animals. 
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6/11/14     10pm     2:00 

Police are searching for the driver who they say intentially ran over a cyclist in Morningside.  The cyclist is 

hospitalized with serious injuries and has not been able to speak with police.  Witnesses said they saw the driver and 

the cyclist argue, and the driver drove off only to turn around and aim for the cyclist.  The driver when found will be 

charged with aggravated assault. 

6/11/14     11pm     2:00 

Detroit police accuse Erin Justice of fatally shooting his estranged wife Alicia Fox and hiding her body in an 

abandoned house.  The FBI arrested Justice in Atlanta overnight.  Sources say Justice volunteered to speak to FBI 

agents in Atlanta prior to his arrest and even told friends he shot his wife after an argument.  However, Thursday 

during his extradition hearing he delayed his return to Michigan. 

6/12/14     6pm     2:00 

Atlanta police raid the Metro Mart mall off Metropolitan Parkway and seize fake designer handbags.  The raid 

confiscated goods that if legit would have netted 1.1 million dollars.   

6/12/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

Duluth police issued a statewide Levi's call to search for 10 year old Zailan Blue and 14 year old Jaquez Blue.  The 

boys are believed to be with their father John Daniel Blue, who collided with the DFCS worker. The DFCS worker 

attempted to prevent him from fleeing when DFCS was trying to take protective custody of them.  The GBI 

extended it to a nationwide Amber Alert. The boys were found safe and Blue was arrested. 

6/12/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

DeKalb police are looking for a man who went to the Hair We Are Salon and instead of paying shot the barber 3 

times.  The gunman took off with is wallet and other things on him.  The barber died in surgery at Grady Memorial 

Hospital.   

6/13/14     5pm     2:00 

Waffle House cook Quntavious is in custody accused of shooting and killing customer Adrian Mosely.  The bizarre 

confrontation escalated when the customer allegedly threw water at the cook amidst a complaint about the food. 

6/13/14     5,6, 11pm    6:00 

A Dollar Store clerk was zip tied while men who locked and took over the store dumped 20 thousand dollars worth 

of jewelry into a large bag.  This particular Dollar store was targeted because they have jewelry in counters in the 

back of the store.  Gwinnett County police have released surveillance video showing the men in hopes someone has 

some information that leads them to the suspects. 

6/13/14     10pm     2:00 

Two separate child abduction attempts in the Greenwood Acres subdivision involving a white four door sedan have 

these DeKalb county neighbors putting out the word to all parents and children in the area. 

6/13/14     11pm     2:00 

Zenikki Young has been arrested and accused of theft.  Young had been a Forest Park court clerk for 7 years.  Police 

say she stole money from the city's records department.     

6/15/14     11pm     2:00 

Gunshots on Father's Day near Reverend James Orange Park on Oakland Ave result in the death of one man.  A 

young boy spotted the man who had been shot in the head and witnesses called 911.  Atlanta Police say the man was 
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taken to Grady Memorial where he later died.   

6/17/14     5,6, 11pm    7:00 

On the side of Highway 72, Bryant Collins stopped his truck and called for help when he saw a baby crawling 

dangerously close to the road.  15 month old Emily Sue had crawled out of her Madison county house down the 

drive through the woods and almost onto Highway17. Good Samaritan Collins is an ex con who says the experience 

is his redemption to society after serving time on drug charges.  The girl's father Timothy Pickens was arrested on 

charges of child cruelty, reckless conduct and obstructing an officer. 

6/17/14     5,6, 11pm    6:00 

Authorities in Gordon County have arrested a woman that broke into a stranger's home and hid in the closet naked.  

34 year old Susan Hussein, when confronted by the homeowner said it was her house and she was cleaning it.  

Records show Hussein has been arrested 12 times since 2001. 

6/17/14     10pm     2:30 

Deputies in Cherokee County are searching for Billy Owens, a fugitive believed to be armed and dangerous.  U.S. 

Marshals have just released a picture of 36 year old Owens.  There is a 4 thousand dollar reward for anyone who can 

help police track this man down. 

6/17/14      10, 11pm    4:30 

When Megan Seabolt picked up her 18 month old son Damon Gaddis his daycare she was informed that he had 

suffered a bad reaction the a bug bite. Doctors at an Augusta Burn Hospital say Damon's injuries were consistent 

with burn not an insect bite.  Authorities from the Hall County Sheriff's office and DFACS have opened an 

investigation  

6/18/14     5, 10pm     4:00 

Coca Cola employee Thomas Rogers is arrested and accused of stealing more than 28 thousand dollars worth of 

electronics from the company.  The theft of 53 laptops went unnoticed for years until Coca Cola security received an 

anonymous tip.   

6/18/14     5,6, 10, 11pm    12:00 

Cobb County arrested father Ross was arrested in connection with the death of his 22 month old son.  Ross says he 

forgot he had his son with him when he went to work at Home Depot.  When he left work almost 7 hours later he 

says he discovered his son.  The boy died of hyperthermia.   

6/18/14     5,6,10pm    8:00 

A dangerous Cherokee County fugitive was caught in Lamar County.  Billy Lee Owens stole a truck when escaping 

arrest. The massive manhunt first found Owens taking shelter in the back of a church.  He fled once more in a stolen 

flatbed truck and then on foot into the deep woods.  US Marshalls apprehended Owens just before 6pm when his 

attempted to break into a house. 

6/19/14     5,6, 10, 11pm    12:00 

22 month old Cooper Harris died in his father's car after being left there for over 7 hours.  Justin Ross Harris says he 

forgot he had his son was with him when he went to work at Home Depot.    

6/19/14     5,6, 10pm    6:00 

Forsyth County twice convicted child molester Steven Patrick Meyers has been arrested again.  Meyers led 

Louisiana Police on a 40 mile chase.  The nationwide manhunt was underway when Meyers took 16 year old Tampa 

girl Ashley Lyon after making friends with her through social media.  Sometime during the run from police, Myers 
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stabbed Ashley multiple times.  

6/19/14     6, 11pm     4:00 

Roswell police are search for a man who broke into the house of a 56 year old woman while she slept and attempted 

to rape her.  The suspect is approximately 20 years old, light skinned black male with stringy hair and scratches on 

his face. 

6/20/14      5,6pm     4:00 

Forsyth County deputies charged 41 year old Miguel Sanchez with DUI, animal cruelty, and driving on a suspended 

license.  Police say Sanchez was driving drunk and didn't realize the German Sheppard in his truck had fallen out 

and was being dragged by the car.   The dog was taken to Orr Animal Hospital in Cumming and is recovering. 

6/20/14     5,6pm     4:00 

Gunshots fired at the QT on Indian Trail Road hit an innocent bystander in the leg at McDonald’s parking lot next 

door.  Gwinnett County police released surveillance photos from QT camera of the 4 men believed to be involved in 

the shooting.  Police believe the shots were fired from a 90's model Toyota. 

6/23/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

Gwinnett County Police a rap group rivalry shootout has left 23 year old Paris Brown, a  fan of the rap group Migos, 

dead. Police issued a wattant for Cory Marzette who is affiliated with the rap group 2G. Surveillance footage from 

the Quality Inn Hotel shows two men carrying guns into the hotel.  

6/25/14     5,6, 10, 11pm    16:00 

New information from the Cobb County Police in the arrest of Ross Harris.  The warrant says states Harris took his 

son to breakfast at Chick-fil-A for breakfast before going into work at Home Depot.  It also states Harris returned to 

his vehicle, Cooper still strapped in his car seat.  He left work at 4:16 that afternoon and pulled the car over a mile 

and half away when he discovered Cooper.  Cooper was already dead. 

6/24/14            5a/7a                   2:00 

 

Phoenix the cat update:  Animal advocates said it was one of the worst cases of animal abuse they had ever seen. A 

cat found severely burned on half its body. They say someone poured boiling water (or a chemical) on 

him...intentionally. They didn't know if he would survive...we originally did the story a few weeks ago...but 

now...we have a positive update. He is in a loving foster home and healing remarkably well. 

 

6/25/14     10pm     2:00 

Tri-Cities High School Resource Officer, Keith Rucker is charged with three counts of eavesdropping for violating 

the trust of his students. Fulton County police acted on a tip that Rucker may have been involved in incidents of 

child exploitation and child molestation.  Searching his College Park home police uncovered evidence including 

video recordings.  

6/25/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

Athens police have released sketch of a man who they believe attempted to abduct a 7 year old girl. Investigators say 

he tried to follow the little girl home and then tried to grab her before she ran away.   

6/26/14     5,6, 10pm    6:00 

Witnesses are thanked by Douglasville police who detained 23 year old Dewey Green from leaving the scene of a 

fatal accident.  Green rear-ended Cassandra Kelker several times on Highway 5.  When Kelker exited the vehicle to 

look at the damage, Green ran her over twice.  Kelker did not survive her injuries.   
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6/26/14     5, 10pm     4:00 

When Butts County police came to a Flovilla home on an unrelated call they discovered neglected dogs in cages.  

Animal Control took over and charged Marianna Lord and Todd Porterfield with multiple charges of animal cruelty 

and failure to immunize.  The 35 neglected dogs are being treated at Noah's Ark.  

6/26/14     10, 11pm    4:30 

Former Georgia Tech football player Recardo Wimbush and his wife Therian Wimbush, are facing charges of child 

cruelty and false imprisonment for reportedly locking their 13 yr old in a basement for a year and a half.  Now all 10 

of their children are in state custody.   

6/26/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

Clark Atlanta University security guard Kenyon Strozier, has been arrested on charges of peeping tom, after a 

woman told police she saw him spying on a neighbor.  

6/26/14     10pm     2:00 

Three people are under arrest in Adairsville after police allege they agreed to pick up a 15 year old runaway in 

exchange for participation in sexual acts.  According to police thy provided the teen with alcohol, marijuana and the 

anit depressant drug trazadone.  The 15 year old managed to text her older sister to pick her up after the adults 

passed out. 

6/27/14     5, 6, 10pm    6:00 

Former two term Kennesaw Mayor and current City Council member, Leonard Church was arrested charged with 

child molestation.  Allegations are from the parents of a 9 year old boy who says Church showed him porn and 

molested him.  Police are looking for other possible victims. 

6/27/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

Police say crooks are cruising parking lots on the hunt for so called door flippers.  Opportunist thieves take 

advantage of careless drivers by scouring parking lots flipping door handles looking for unlocked vehicles.  It's a 

crime police say is on the rise throughout the metro area especially around amusement parks, businesses, and 

festivals were large groups gather. 

6/27/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

Paris Taylor was leaving the Atlanta Zoo with her grandchildren, when someone dropped a brick from a bridge and 

through her back window.  Police are investigating. 

6/28/14     6, 10pm     2:30 

Police say Justin Harris told them he researched the internet how a child could die in a hot car to prevent his child's 

death.  Police requested warrants to search Harris' car and home for evidence of quote - child neglect and abuse.  

Police say the death of 22 month old Cooper Harris was not negligence. At the funeral of the young boy Leanna 

Harris offered support for her husband who spoke at the funeral via phone from Cobb County jail.  

6/29/14     6, 10, 11pm    6:00 

Police warrants say the Leanna Harris told police she'd also researched hot car child deaths before her son Cooper 

died after spending 7 hours locked inside his father's hot car.  Police are in possession of the couples cell phones, 

computers, and iPads.  She has not been charged.  Ross Harris will be in court Thursday. 

6/30/14     5, 6pm     4:00 

A Douglasville couple with a history of domestic violence has shocked their neighbors with tragedy.  Russell Lee 
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called the police Sunday to report he had beaten and strangled his wife Deborah Lindley after a heated altercation. 

Family/Youth/Student 

4/1/14      5, 10, 11pm     3:30 

Family and friends are searching for missing Cobb county veteran. Chase Massner was last seen at an Arby's 

restaurant on Bells Ferry Rd in Kennesaw. The former Iraqi soldier is the father of two daughters ages one and three. 

The family is concerned for his emotional state as Massner was recently held at gunpoint while working as the night 

manager of a QT gas station. Massner's family is handing out flyers in hopes that someone may have seen him. The 

police are not actively looking for him because he is an adult who left on his own accord.  

4/1/14      5, 10pm      2:30 

Single mother Angela Rabotte has been missing since Saturday morning. Police have reason to believe the 26 year 

old mother might be in danger. Rabotte left her 3 year old daughter in the car of family friends and they have not 

heard from her since.  

 

4/1/14     8am     1:45 

 

Team Spartak from Moscow:   These little leaguers and their parents saved money for two years to make visit the 

United States. They are here to learn baseball in the country that invented the sport. The boys are learning a lot about 

baseball, but they are also getting exposure to the kindness this country has to offer. Sponsors have put them up in 

homes and attractions like Stone Mountain Park and Skyview Atlanta have had them as guests.  

 

4/1/14     8a/9a     5:00 

 

Spring Break Daytrips: Kennesaw's Smith-Gilbert Gardens:  Our search for perfect Spring Break trips for those 

staying close to home continues in Kennesaw, to what many call a "hidden gem" of North Georgia.  Smith-Gilbert 

Gardens is a 16-acre plant paradise, featuring more than 3,000 species and woodland paths connecting each element.  

Attractions include a Bonsai exhibit, tea house and waterfall, and rose and camellia gardens.  At the center of it all is 

the Hiram Butler Home, built in the late 1800s and once owned by a Confederate railroad man.  The house was 

purchased in 1970, and the grounds turned into the serene setting now open to the public.   

 

4/2/14     8a/9a     5:00 

 

Spring Break Daytrips: Hard Labor Creek State Park -- It's been a busy week searching for the perfect Spring Break 

stops in North Georgia, and we bring it to an end in a place where there's something for every member of the family 

to do. Hard Labor Creek State Park is just a stone's throw from Atlanta, located off of I-20 in Rutledge.  The nearly 

6,000-acre park is well-known for its challenging golf course, which boasts what some call "the hardest starting hole 

in Georgia."  Along with golf, there are 24 miles of trails for hiking and horseback riding and camping 

accommodations including 20 cottages and a campground.  It's a place where Spring Breakers can hit the beach 

without going to the coast, thanks to a lakeside beach open to swimmers during summer months. 

 

4/3/14     8a/9a     5:00 

 

Spring Break Daytrips: Ruby Falls-ZIPstream Aerial Adventure--If you've been to Ruby Falls in Chattanooga 

before, you know the attraction takes you deep inside Lookout Mountain.  Now, a new addition will take you in the 

opposite direction -- soaring through the sky! Our search for great Spring Break daytrips takes us to the Ruby Falls 

ZIPstream Aerial Adventure!  It's a challenge course located on Lookout Mountain, offering up some incredible 

views of the city below.  The course consists of obstacles including ladders, nets, bridges, tunnels and zip lines -- all 

high up in the trees.  There's also a zip line experience without the ropes course, and the really brave can try out a 

three-sided, 40-foot Climbing Tower with five routes to the top. 
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4/4/14     8a/9a     5:00 

 

Spring Break Daytrips: John's Creek Autrey Mill Nature Preserve & Heritage Site--Our search for perfect Spring 

Break daytrips continues this week to Alpharetta, and a place that lets to visit the 1800s...without a time machine! 

Autrey Mill Nature Preserve & Heritage Site is a 46-acre preserve offering a variety of activities for families.  

Hikers will enjoy the two miles of walking trails, while history-lovers can check out the four original builders on the 

proerty, which date back more than a hundred years.  Inside the Visitor Center, turtles, frogs, and snakes await 

curious kids and reptile fans.   

 

4/4/14     10,11pm     6:00 

The Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity at Georgia Tech is now banned for years.  The decision comes after an investigation 

uncovered emails with in the fraternity describing ways to give girls alcohol and get frisky.  The students were also 

suspended and made to listen to speakers from the Women's Center.  

4/5/14     6, 10pm     2:00 

Sixteen year old DeKalb county girl disappeared two weeks ago on Emerald Ave.  Teondra Johnson is bipolar and 

suffers from schizophrenia. Her family fears for her safety due to her illness since she has not had her medication.  

Family, friends and police are searching for her.  

4/9/14     10pm     2:00 

DeKalb county school leaders are taking a look at safety protocols in wake of the Pennsylvania school attack. Some 

Georgia school systems have armed some of their school resource officers with high power rifles for use in an 

emergency.   

4/11/14     5pm     2:00 

Kennesaw Mountain High School was placed on lockdown by Cobb County police after a nearby home was 

burglarized.  The homeowners had surveillance video on her home that caught what seemed to be students breaking 

in during their school lunch hour. Police are investigating. 

4/15/11     6pm     2:00 

Hilsman Middle School faculty and staff have gotten thousands of view on YouTube for the video they created to 

get students excited about taking the state issued CRCT test. 

4/16/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

Two students are accused by Gwinnett County School leaders of stealing the answers to tests and quizzes.  The 

Brookwood High School students were caught on camera sneaking into secured room to take pictures of the answer 

keys with their cell phones.  

4/17/14     9a     2:30 

 

Easter Baskets with Jennifer Shields from Posh Tot Events in Roswell- unique crafty (Do It Yourself) Easter egg 

baskets for kids.  Showing different types, economical for those families that can't afford to buy a super expensive 

pre-made basket, another catered to a specific theme, etc.   

 

4/18/14     7a/8a     2:00 

 

Runner Scott Rigsby says the weather was perfect for the Boston Marathon last year. He was close to finishing when 

his race was cut short by the explosions. He is returning to finish the race this year and is running with a purpose. 
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4/18/14     9am     2:30 

 

Sarah Jakes daughter of Pastor T.D. Jakes joins us to talk about, "Lost and Found." "Lost and Found" is a memoir 

about Sarah's life growing up Jakes, overcoming the challenges of becoming a mom at 14 and redefining her life and 

career goals after divorce. 

4/21/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

A fight at a Flowery Branch high school is all over social media when classmates started recording the incident 

instead of reporting it to school officials.  A student was sucker punched by another student then picked up and 

slammed on the floor.  Parents claim the school isn't doing enough to protect their student.  

4/22/14     6, 10pm     4:00 

Henry county teenager Tushar Mittal has discovered the benefits of carvacrol in the fight against cancer.  Mittal's 

finds impressed Emory University enough that doctors gave Mittal lab space to continue his work. The 17 year old 

scientist is and Indian immigrant.  

4/25/14     8a/9a     2:00 

 

Belle Helton story:  Make-A-Wish Georgia selects 'Wish Kid Ambassadors' for “10th Annual Walk for Wishes”.  

Belle, Joseph and Journey do their part to help make wishes come true for others.  Three Make-A-Wish Georgia 

children will be serving as Wish Ambassadors for the 2014 Walk for Wishes.  This marks the 10th continuous year 

that the organization has hosted this family-friendly community walk.  This year's walk will take place at Philips 

Arena on Saturday, May 3, 2014, with festivities beginning at 8:00 a.m.   

4/26/14     10pm     2:00 

Pastor Dolores Williams is trying to find a way to transport members of her church, International Ministries 2000 

after thieves took the church van to commit a crime.  The thieves used the van into the front of City Gear, an athletic 

store in southwest Atlanta.  They ditched the van at a nearby apartment complex. 

4/28/14     8a     2:30 

  

The largest “sports vacation destination” in the world is coming to the Metro area and believe it or not it will be 

open for business in just a couple of weeks. LakePoint Sports Development in Emerson is a huge sports complex 

that is still in the construction phase, but will be partially open for business in early May.   

4/30/14     5, 6pm     4:00 

Police responded to White County High School to reports that there was a girl on campus with a gun.  Two teachers 

and a counselor talked the troubled teen out of ending her own life.   

5/2/14          8a/9a           5:00 

 

Have you ever wished for a place where you could just be alone...and scream? Then step right in and experience 

"Sonic Sensation" at The Children's Museum of Atlanta!  This new feature exhibit is all about the science of sound -

- where sounds come from, how they're measured, and why they're important.  Interactive exhibits allow families to 

experiment with listening, test their pitch, and even make a movie soundtrack.  And yes...there's a sound-proof 

chamber where people can scream (and then see how their scream compares with animals and other people!).  

"Sonic Sensation" is at The Children's Museum of Atlanta until June 1st.   

 

5/5/14           8a/9a          5:00 

 

Get "Tangled Up" In A One-Of-A-Kind Georgia Adventure Course:  It's billed as "the very first Net Course ever 

seen in the US" -- and Spider Quest is certainly a unique experience for the adventurous in Georgia.  The new 

attraction features dozens of obstacles high about a massive safety net.  It's an addition to Gwinnett County's Treetop 

Quest, located at the Gwinnett Environmental & Heritage Center.  Treetop Quest is a recreation park located up in 

the trees, featuring monkey bridges, flying foxes, and zip-lines.  Along with elements of a traditional canopy tour, 

the attraction also includes educational displays about the environment and ecology. 
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5/5/2014     5pm     3:00 

Beth Galvin talks with a local child with a learning disability who has won over 20 medals in the Special Olympics.  

5/12/2014     5,6pm      4:000 

A local marine wanted to escort his sister to her high school prom but was told by the school that he could not. The 

school said that since the marine was not his sister’s pre-registered date that he could not go to the prom. The school 

stated that the issue was a misunderstanding.  

5/15/2014     5, 10pm      2:30  

A Gwinnett County high school student has been spending his free time staring up and running his own online video 

gaming company.  The teen runs a server where gamers can log on and play video games, like Minecraft, with each 

other. 

5/21/2014     5pm      2:00  

After researching the Nepal house, a therapy center for girls leaving the Nepal sex trade, a high school student 

decided to start his own Nepal house in the US. The house has so far accepted over ten girls and is completely 

funded by the high school student.  

5/23/2014     6pm      2:00  

Two twins have written a book about their success in life. Both twins recently graduated as co-valedictorians of their 

graduating class at Spellman College. 

 5/27/2014     5pm      2:00  

A local high school student received a perfect score on the ACT. She is the first person to achieve a perfect score at 

her school and she plans to attend the University of Alabama on scholarship.  

6/4/14     5, 6pm     4:00 

A week at camp at Fort Yargo State Park is a gift for some of Georgia's children that have suffered severe burns. 

The Georgia Firefighters Burn Foundation hopes that lessons in team building and leadership at Camp Ooula will 

help give these kids the confidence and self-esteem they need to concourse life after their injuries. 

6/7/14     10pm     2:00 

Officer Kevin Jordan was killed before he was able to see his son graduate high school.  A big group of his law 

enforcement family from the Griffin Police showed support for the family by attending the graduation.  Loud cheers 

for 17 year old Hezichia Jordan's achievement where bittersweet but much appreciated. 

6/8/14     10pm     2:00 

Two separate drowning cases at Lake Lanier this afternoon has left three people dead.  DNR Rangers say two 

teenagers and adult died after going missing in the water just miles apart.  None of the victims were wearing life 

vests.  Dive crews were able to recover all three bodies.   

6/9/14     6pm     2:00 

Cowan Middle School suspended 11 students after administrators say they discovered social media posts 
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encouraging other student to be disruptive during the last week of school.  Griffin's superintendent stands by the 

discipline siting actions has consequences.  A student tribunal gave the students the option of writing an essay 

instead of serving the final seven days of the suspension.  The students did miss the last week of the school year.    

6/11/14     6pm     2:00 

21 year old student John Bessis began a spiritual journey when he was 14 year old and saw a man carrying across 

along the road.  Bessis walks 10 miles a day along US 27 dressed like Jesus and carrying a 70 pound cross and a 

large backpack.  He intends to walk from Rome to Myrtle Beach SC. Bessis is documenting his trip on his Facebook 

page "Taking up the cross".  

6/13/14     10, 11pm    4:00 

After hours of searching Lake Allatoona, the body of 6 year old Corday Duffy was found dead.  The boy was at the 

lake with his family when he suddenly went missing from a campground. The young boy's body was found in the 

water. 

6/18/14     5, 6pm     4:00 

Clayton County teacher Deidre Knight is waiting for the decision of whether she should keep her job from a tribunal 

panel.  Knight is accused of negligence of her kindergarten class where five of her students were allegedly involved 

in or witnessed sexual activity in her classroom.   The Jackson Elementary school teacher says the inappropriate 

conduct happened out of her view behind furniture.  

6/25/14     5, 6, 10pm    6:00 

A terrible accident in Clayton County leaves one teen dead after it's believed he and two other teens were playing 

with a loaded gun.  When the ambulance arrived neighbors witness attempts to revive the young man but it was too 

late.  Police are investigating the accident. 

6/29/14     6pm     2:00 

Auburn Football alum and Lassiter High grad Philip Lutzenkirchen eas killed in a crash just south of LaGrange. 

According to state patrol, he was in the backseat of an SUV that former UGA baseball player Joseph Davis was 

driving in rural Troup County.  Davis lost control of the car and it filled various times killing them both.    

 

Wednesday’s Child 
 

4/2/14     6PM     1:35 

Sabrina/Universoul Circus 

Today's Wednesday's child got front row seats at the Universoul Circus. Stephanie is a teenager who enjoys helping 

other people because she says she knows what it feels like to need help and not get it. 

And if telling her Wednesday's child story helps just one child get adopted, she says it was worth it.  

 

4/9/14     6PM     2:05 

Natl Sibling Day/Chick-Fil-A 

Five children  two different families,  but one wish - to be adopted. We wanted to celebrate national sibling day in 

big fashion. 

So Chick-Fil-A stepped in and gave this group of brothers and sisters a day they won't soon forget. 

 

4/16/14 

Michael/Keenan Law Firm  6PM     2:10 

Michael is fascinated by the law and his first trip to a law firm was supposed to impress him. Turns out this smart, 

insightful young man ended up impressing the lawyers! 

Hopefully his story will impress the family looking to adopt a boy like him. 
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4/23/14     6PM     1:35 

Ajailai, Amari and Anatvius   

Malibu Grand Prix /Water Park     

In this week's Wednesday's Child we take you to Malibu Fun Park where a sibling group of three enjoyed everything 

from go-cart to water rides. But they were missing two things...a mom and dad to call their own. 

 

4/30/14     6PM      2:15 

LaQuisha/Icon Studios   

This week's Wednesday's Child Laquisha says she wants to sound like Alicia Keys but she can't quite hit the high 

notes. But she was on cloud nine as a special guest at Icon Studios, a place where great artists are discovered. 

Laquisha want to be discovered too...by a loving adoptive family. 

 

5/7/14     6PM     1:25 

Kimberly/Atlanta Zoo     

In today's Wednesday's Child, Kimberly says she was a young girl scout the last time she visited Zoo Atlanta. She 

also had a family at the time. And now that her twin sister is in the process of being adopted... Kimberly just wants 

that same chance-to be part of a family again. 

 

5/14/14     6PM     2:15 

Kentae-LegoLand 

Legoland at Phipps Plaza is a child's paradise...and tonight's Wednesday's Child, Kentae was in heaven. This 

adorable 7-year-old even had his own personal tour guide. Hopefully the next time he goes there he'll have loving 

parents guiding him through life. 

 

5/21/14     6PM     2:11 

Selena/Callanwalde    

It's no surprise Selena wants to be a singer when she grows up. She was named after a musical icon. Callanwolde 

Fine Arts Center's executive director Peggy Still Johnson helps Selena hone her vocal skills. 

 

5/28/14     6PM     2:20 

Kyle/Auto Dealers Assoc. 

Tonight's Wednesday's Child Kyle says the Shelby gt-500 is his dream car and not just to drive. This 17-year-old 

wants to roll up his sleeves to build one one day -- and he'd  

like to do it with a loving dad right by his side. 

 

6/4/14     6PM     1:53 

Bobby at Sweetwater Creek Park 

The perfect day for tonight's Wednesday's Child Bobby is going outside to do anything. So the folks at Sweetwater 

Creek State Park invited him over to do everything...everything he'd love to do with a forever family one day. 

 

6/11/14     6PM     2:10 

Jayla at Iwi Fresh Gourmet Spa   

Tonight's Wednesday's Child Jayla says she's spent most of her life with no one caring about her. So the staff at Iwi 

Fresh Garden Day Spa made sure everyone took care of her during her special pampering day. She hopes there's a 

family out there that wants to love and pamper her for a lifetime. 

 

6/18/14     6PM     2:00 

Sabrina/Photography    

Sabrina loves photography and is always looking to capture those great moments life has to offer, eventhough her 

life has been anything but picture perfect. She says the one image she keeps in her mind is of a loving family 

adopting her and that keeps her going. 
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6/25/14     6PM     2:00 

Delaney/Fernbank Museum 

This week's Wednesday's Child Delaney is fascinated by science and mother nature. So we went to Fernbank 

Museum of Natural History for a day of wonder and discovery.  Hopefully after seeing her story, a loving family 

will discover Delaney is the daughter they've looked for. 
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APRIL 

    

Georgia Department of Adult & Technical Education – Awards 

 

The GOAL (Georgia Occupational Award of Leadership) Awards is an annual dinner program which provides 

recognition to outstanding students in Georgia’s technical colleges.   

 

FOX 5 has supported technical education through this event for more than 30 years.  The station provided a judge 

for the Rick Perkins award for outstanding instructor, an emcee for the event and website exposure. 

 


